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Rationale. «—Teachers of mathematics at the secondary-school
level face a three-fold responsibility. First, they must develop and
maintain student proficiency in the fundamental skills of artiiimetic,
assigning such diagnostic and remedial work as is necessary for some
students. Secondly, they must develop concepts of size, quantity,
functioned dependence, a graphic interpretation, etc... . which are
essential to enlightened living in a civilization in which mathematical
and scientific concepts pay an increasingly important role. Thirdly,
they must prepare large n\imbers of secondary-school youth for
courses in higher mathematics, science, and technology in college
and technical schools.
It is the second responsibility listed above — the general-
education objectives of mathematics -- that has been the most con¬
troversial. The Commission on Post-War Plans of the National
Cotmcil of Teachers of Mathematics has made a major contribution
to teachers* thinking in this area. It has defined "Function, Compe-
1
tence of Mathematics" by means of a checklist which embodies a
balanced emphasis on the social and mathematical aims of instruction.
i
George Sachs Adams and Theodore L. Torgerson, Measurement
and Evaluation for the Secondary-School Teacher (New York: The
Dryden Press, 1956), p. 343.
1
2
The Commission has also urged greater attendance to the develop¬
ment of vinderstanding and to a more comprehensive program of
evaluation.
Periodic appraisal of pupil progress by ''marks is a tradition
in American schools at all levels. No one questions the teachers*
responsibility for passing judgement on the achievement of students.
Students may be graded crudely or with considerable precision. Too
often, "teachers* marks" has been largely subjective. ^ They have
been based on generzil impressions and not on accurate appraisal of
changed behavior and increased learning from one measuring period
to another. Therefore, the general concentration of this study will be
to focus attention to the correlation of "teachers* marks" with stand¬
ardized test scores in the different areas of high school mathematics.
Since, in most instances, grades and promotion are connected;
it woxxld be well to note that, if the philosophies of the schools are
concerned with the most effective development of the whole child, the
"marking policy" must be consistent with the criterion of "what is
best for the pupil. "
One may say what is best for the pupil is an instrximent or device
that would precisely measure the amount of material learned or the
performance-skill achieved over a given period of time.
It is true that the reliability of "teachers*-marks" can be improved
^Alfred Schwanty, Evaluating Student Progress in the Secondary
School (New York: Longmans, Green and Co. , 1957), p. 261.
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by basing them on the results of objective tests, or by using pro¬
cedures to objectify the judgements of the instructors, but all too
few schools have as yet made a serious attempt to place the grading
of their pupils on a more objective basis. In other words, the
scores on a carefully prepared standardized test have more meaning
and can be interpreted more objectively than those obtained through
a typical essay-type examination in an ordinary informal classroom
1
situation.
It would seem, therefore, that an aneilysis of the tested diff¬
erences in achievement in mathematics as measured by ‘'teachers*-
marks** and test scores for high school students would be most bene¬
ficial; for it would indicate the degree of correspondence between
teachers* appraisal of achievement and experts* measure of achieve¬
ment on the same accepted variable or variables of knowledge-under-
standing, habits and skills.
Evolution of the problem. —During the school year 1963-1964 at
Carver High School, more students failed in the area of high school
mathematics than during the previous years. Moreover, the number
of these failures has been increasing for some time. As chairman
of the mathematics department, the writer believes that this situa¬
tion warrants investigation.
^William Jordan Michells, Measuring Educational Achievement
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 1950), p. 16
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Attention had been called to the subjectivity of ‘*teachers*-marks'*
as compared to standardized test scores, and one wonders if a com¬
parison of the same would stimulate a thorough examination of this
situation by the school staff.
Contribution to educational knowledge. --The writer believes the
findings in this research will serve as a valuable source of infor¬
mation to those persons who are responsible for planning, executing,
and evaluating students* achievement in the school*s program of
high school mathematics.
Statement of the problem. --The problem involved in this research
was to compare and determine the significance of the difference in
achievement levels in General Mathematics, Algebra I and 11, and
Planfe Geometry as measured by '‘teachers*-marks” and Stcindardized
i
Test scores as obtained by selected high school students at the Carver
High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965.
Limitations of the study. --The major limitations of the study was:
(a) that the differences in teaching skills will not be taken into accotint
and (b) that the VciUdity of the tests and of ''teachers*-marks'* was not
taken into account.
Purpose of the study. —The major purpose of this study was to
test the Null Hypothesis:
There is no difference in student achievement in
mathematics between the indices obtained through
••teachers*marks” and Standardized Test scores
5
More specifically, the purposes of this study was to determine:






as measured by the Cooperative Mathematics Tests (Arith¬
metic, Algebra I, Algebra II, and Plane Geometry) of the
ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth grade students enrolled
at the Carver High School, Spartanburg, SoTith Carolina,
for school year, 1964-1965.






as measured by "Teachers*-marks** assigned to ninth, tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth grade students enrolled at the Carver
High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, for school year,
1964-1965.
3. The significant differences, if any, between ’'Teachers*-





for ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students enrolled
at the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, for
school year 1964-1965.
4. The formulation of whatever implications for educational
theory and practice as may be derived from the analysis and
interpretation of the data.
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Definition of Terms. --The terms pertinent to this study are
defined as follows:
1. "Teachers’-marks” refers to the grades (letter and/or
numerical) assigned to the mathematics students by teach¬
ers at the Carver high School.
2. "Achievement" refers to the academic accomplishment of
the students as measured by the Cooperative Mathematics
Tests. ^
Period of Study. --This study was conducted during the school
term 1964-1965.
Locale of the Study. --This study was conducted at the Carver
High School, Sparteinburg, South Carolina, during the school year
1964-1965.
The Carver High School has an enrollment of 1300 students,
58 teachers, one principeil and two assistant principals. A modern
building, new air-conditioned wing of which was erected and occupied
in January, 1964. The school facilities are situated on a 20-acre
plot on South Liberty Street.
Method of Research. —The Descriptive-Survey Method of
research, employing the specific techniques of test-scores, "teachers*-
marks," and statistical treatment, was used to gather the required
data for this study.
Subjects. --The subjects involved in this study were the selected
classes of students enrolled in General Mathematics, Algebra I,
^Marion G. Epstein and Jane E. Lambert, Cooperative Mathe-
matics Tests, (Education Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey,
1963.
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Algebra II, and Plane Geometry at Carver High School for the
school year 1964-1965.
Description of Instruments. --The instruments used to collect
the data for this study are identified below:
1. The Cooperative Mathematics Test (Arithmetic). This
is a test designed to survey achievement within the
areas of computation and problem solving.
2. The Cooperative Mathematics Tests (Algebra I and II).
These tests are in accord with the report of the Aoint
Commission of the Mathematical Association of Amer¬
ican and National Covincil of Teachers of Mathematics
and the recommendations of the College Entrance Exam¬
ination Board.
3. The Cooperative Mathematics Test (Plcine Geometry).
This test, as a whole, emphasizes deductive inference
with little or no emphasis on the formal proof.
Method of Procedure. --The procedural steps used were:
1. Permission to conduct the study was secured from the
school administration.
2. The literature pertinent to the study was surveyed,
abstracted, and presented in the thesis copy.
3. The teachers and students who were subjects of the study
was orientated as to the nature and purposes of the research.
4. The four tests (The Cooperative Mathematics Tests for
Mathematics, Algebra I and II, Plane Geometry) was ad¬
ministered to the students in the four mathematics classes.
5. The data derived from these instruments was orgcinized into
appropriate tables and charts and treated statisticedly as
determined by the statement of purposes of this study.
6. The statistical measures to be computed and used are;
mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of
the mean, standard error of the difference between
8
two means, and '•t".
7. The statements of findings, conclusions, implications and
recommendations derived from the comparison and inter¬
pretation of the data was formulated and incorporated in the
finished thesis copy.
Survey of Related Literature
Prefatory Statement. --The literature pertinent to this study will
be presented tmder the following heading:
1. Evaluating Student Progress
2. The Unreliability of ''Teachers*-Marks*'
3. The Reliability of Standardize Test Scores
Much material was available about the subjasctivity by teacher and
grades given to students. The amount of material dealing with the re¬
liability of test score was not as plentiful.
Evaluating Student Progress. --The teacher has the key role in
measurement and evaluation today, since (1) the instructional and
child-study uses of measurement and evaluation are recognized more
clearly; (2) the teacher's treater responsibility and greater latitude
in planning educational experiences carries with it the responsibility
for appraising the worth-whileness of those experiences; (3) the
teacher has access to background information about students which
is necessary for valid interpretation; and (4) the teacher has daily
opportunities for gathering supplementary data, checking on hypo¬
theses concerning causal factors, and trying out courses of action
9
based on such hypotheses. ^
Certain measurement and evaluation techniques have their chief
value in measuring progress toward instructional goals, whereas,
others are especieilly helpful in diagnosing individual growth needs
and underlying causal factors.
Each teacher can increase the effectiveness of his teaching by
restating the goals of instruction as he sees them in hiw own teach¬
ing-learning situation. These goals or objectives should be stated in
terms of changes in student behavior which the teacher stribes to
bring about. After each goal has been stated in behavioral terms, the
teacher should note the situations in which he has opportiinities to ob¬
serve and evaluate each type of student behavior. The next step is to
select or devise means for collecting evidence about the behavior in
2
question.
Although the system of written excuninations was initiated in
China, more thein two thousand years ago, the systematic evaluation
of the abilities and achievements of students through written examin-
3
ations is of comparatively recent origin.
^Adams and Torgerson, op. cit. , p. 19.
2
Arthur Edwin Traxler, Introduction to Testing and the Use of
Test Results in Public Schools, (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1955), p. 275.
3
Robert W. Schmeding, "Group Intelligence Test Scores of
Gifted Childre," The Personnel and Guidance Journal, XLII, No. 10
(Jime, 1964), p. 991.
10
Achievement tests were developed as early as 1894, but came into
wide use only after World War I. Studies revealing great subjectivity
eind unreliability in •'teachers*-marks*' stimulated the construction of
objective, standardized tests in many curricul\am areas. Comprhhen-
siye batteries of achievement tests were developed with which students*
comparative achievements in such areas as reading, arithmetic, spell¬
ing, and language usage co\ild be determined and could be compared
with the achievement of other students in their own grade and in high¬
er and lower grades. The concept of evaluation was gradually broad¬
ened during the 1930*s and 1940*s to include the measurement of
progress toward the more intangible goals of education, such as
understandings, attitudes, and appreciations.
Since World War II, three major trends in measurement and eval¬
uation are discernible. The first is the more frequent use of standard¬
ized tests, both for large-scale programs and as an aid to the class¬
room teacher in planning and evaluating outcomes. The second is a
continuing program of test improvement, making today*s tests more
useful than those of a decade ago. The third and most significant
development has been the large-scale application by classroom teach¬




James Mursell, Psychology of Testing (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, 1952), p. 226.
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The teacher who wants to measure and evaluate effectively needs
to become acquainted with many techniques, to know the uses and
limitations of each, and to be able to judge whether or not a specific
test or technique is lyorth using.
The four chief criteria of a satisfactory measuring instrviment of
other evaluation techniques are: (1) validity, (2) reliability, (3) ade-
1
quacy of norms, and (4) usability or practicability.
The most important criterion is validity -- the extent to which the
test or other technique measures what it is intended to measure. For
achievement tests, the principal basis for judging validity is the ade¬
quacy with which the content of the test represents the content of the
course of intetruction. The sampling of learnings included in an
achievement test must be farily large and must reflect accurately the
proportionate emphasis on different topics and skills. In tests of in¬
telligence, personality, and other areas in which measurement must
be more indirect, the validity of a test must be determined by statis¬
tical procedures which measure the closeness of relationship between
2
scores on the test being validated and some outside criterion.
Another important criterion is reliability, or the consistency with
^Ibid., p. 320.
^C. C. Ross, Measurement in Today*s Schools (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1950), pp. 125-126.
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which the test measures whatever it does measure. A test may be re¬
liable without being valid. However, reliability is essential to validity.
It is a necessary, but not a s\afficient condition for validity. ^
Adequacy of norms was the third criterion considered. The scores
on a standardized test have little meaning until they have been transla¬
ted into derived scores which show how a student compares with others
of his age or grade. Four types of derived scords--age norms, grade
norms, standard scores, and percentile norms -- were presented with
2
a discussion of their advantages and limitations.
If a teacher has a choice among two or three instruments which
appear to be equally valid and reliable, the choice can be made on the
basis of their relative usability or practicability. Cost> mechanical
make-up, availability of alternate forms, ease of administration, and
ease of scoring are all factors in the practicability of a test. ^
One of the most important factors contributing to our present use
of our standardized tests has been a number of investigations made to
ascertain the accuracy or reliability of measures obtained by means of
teachers* estimates and by means of examinations. In the world of
physical things we measure distance by means of the yardstick, mass
by mecuis of scales, the volume of liquids by means of gallon measures.
iTraxler, op. cit. g). 282.
^Ross, op. cit. , p. 126.
•2
Robert B. Lockard, "A Method of Analysis and Classification of
Repetitive Response,’• Psychology Review, Vol. 71, No. 2 (March,
1964), p. 141.
13
Measurements of these magnitudes, when made carefully with accu¬
rate instruments, possess a high degree of reliability. By a high
degree of reliability, we mean, for example, that if two persons
measure the length of the same room by means of the same yard-
sticjc or any other yardstick, the two measurements will be approx¬
imately equal. If they differ by more than one or two inches, we
doubt the accuracy of both, and we demand that the room be
measured again. Similarly, in the case of school children, if we
find that when the same children are measured in the same subject
by two different teachers, the two sets of measures do not agree
rather closely, we have reason to doubt the accuracy of both sets
of measures. On the other hand, if the two sets of measures
("grades”) agree closely, we have reason to believe them accurate
or reliable.
^Walter Scott Monroe, Measuring the Results of Teaching
(Chicago: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1918), pp. 3-4.
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The Unreliability of *'Teachers* Marks"
Some teachers appear to hold that passing examinations and
accumulating credits and grades is the acme of academic achieve¬
ment, the pupil*s chief aim and end in life.
In the same building or department, other teachers may hold that
test marks of any kind -- if not creations of Satan -» are at any rate,
relics of barbarism. Marking systems, however, are not going
to be abandoned by American schools in the near future. ^
For, according to Ivan H. Linder, '*It appears that no satisfactory
substitute for marks has yet been found.
These were remarks stated 35 years ago, and today 35 years
later, many teachers, administrators, students, and their parents
agree with what Harold H. Bixler said about the period from 1933
to 1936 when he concluded that there was ‘’general dissatisfaction
with the present marking system, but--as yet--little agreement as
to the direction in which to go. ”
Much of the disagreement about marking systems concerns not
only standards used and factors considered in assigning marks, but
also the significance attached to these grades.
^Rudyard K. Bent and Henry H. Kronenberg, Principles of
Secondary Education (New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. ,
1961), p. 365.
^Ibid. , p. 264.
3
Herschet T. Manuel, Elementary Statistics for Teachers
(New York: American Book Company, 1962), pp. 104-105.
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According to Clarence Lovejoy, some high schools have two grades;
a passing mark which may be as low as 60 or 65 and still move the stu¬
dent along to his graduation diploma, and a college recommendation
mark that may be as high as 80. ^
The problem is complicated by the variations in interpreting and
using a grading system which exists not only among school systems in
the same system, but also within a school.
Further, it is necessary to distinguish between the purposes of
tests cind grades.
Tests help in diagnosis of a pupil, but marks do not.
Marks are always a means to an end; they should never be an end
in themselves. Tests can be an end in themselves.
Marks are given by the teachers, but are used mainly by admin¬
istrators. Generally, tests are used by the teachers only -- that is,
teacher-made tests.
Probably the major reason for the disagreement on grading pol¬
icies is that a mark should be based on objective evidence of a student*s
performance and not on the personal opinion of the teacher about how
2
well or how poorly he performed.
But, paradoxically and frustratingly, being objective involves form¬
ulating an opinion—hopefully an luislanted opinion, but still an opinion.
^Bent and Kronenberg, op. cit. , p. 210.
2
Hilda Taba, Curricul\im Development Theory and Practice
(New York; Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc. , 1962), p. 135.
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A principle weakness in the system of giving objective grades is
that teachers--however g\xiltless they may be--o£ten allow subjective
factors to influence grading.
Roy O. Billett, studying the best practices existing in American
secondary schools in 1932, foxmd: Men teachers favor boys and wom¬
en teachers favor girls in the awarding of marks. ^
Since the majority of high school teachers are women, there is a
great probability that on all academic levels girls will receive higher
average marks than boys whose ability and achievement are equal
2
when judged by norms on standard tests.
Another weakness in the marking system could come from that
embarassingly close relationship between a teacher*s popularity
with students--and often with their parents--and the marks that
teachers give their students.
"Some teachers give high
marks while others give low;
Most students like high marks
so where do they go?
To teachers whose high marks
are easy to get
While hard-driving teachers
have seats to let.
Other weaknesses in the marking system, according to Dr. Ross-
true in 1930 and still true today--occur when "marks received by
^Manuel, op. cit. , p. 321.
^Ibid.
3
Robert McKean, Principles and Methods in Secondary Education
(Columbus: Charles E. Murrill Books, Inc. , 1962), p. 215.
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certain individuals are conditioned more by the contours of the face
than by the contents of the head.
And he pointed out that other studies have shown that handwriting,
conduct, languate ability, seating position in class, rating on person-
edity traits, as well as respect for authority and cooperativeness are
significant factors in determining grades.^
Another determiner. Dr. Ross said, is the teacher*s fatigue or
3
boredom, when the marks are awarded.
Here we present evidence from three types of investigations which
show that marks given by teachers under ordinary conditions are not
accurate measures of the abilities of their pupils: (1) Kelly*s investi¬
gation based upon the final "grades'* given to pupils in two successive
years by different teachers; (2) Johnson*s investigation based upon
the distribution of "grades"; (3) the marking of examination papers.
(1) Kelly*s investigation - Kelly made an investigation of the marks
given to the sixth-grade pupils in four ward schools in Hackensack,
New Jersey, and the marks given to the same pupils when they went
to a common departmental school for seventh-grade work. This will
be recognized as a case where the abilities of the same, pupils were
^Ross, op. cit. , p. 311.
^Ibid.
^Ibid. , p. 47.
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measured by two different sets of teachers, the sixth-grade teachers
in the ward schools and the seventh-grade teachers in the departmen¬
tal school. Since in the departmentcil school all of the pupils were
taught arithmetic by one teacher, there was an opportunity to compare
the "grades” given in arithmetic by the sixth-grade teachers in the
different ward schools. If these teachers were accurate in their
"grading, ” we would expect to find that all of the pupils who received
a mark of ”G” (good) in arithmetic in the sixth-grade would receive
approximately the same mark in the seventh-grade. If, however, the
sixth-grade teachers were inaccurate in their marking, --that is, some
of them marked too high or too low, -- we would expect to find that
pupils having the mark of "G” in the vixth grade, but coming from
different schools, would, on the average, receive different marks in
1
the seventh grade. This condition was fotmd to exist.
Kelly states his conclusions as follows:
This means that for work which the teacher in school "C”
(one of the ward schools) woxald give a mark of ”G** (good) in
language, penmanship, or history, the teacher in school "D" 2
(another ward school) wovdd give less than a mark ”F” (fair).
(2) Johnson*s investigation - Anbther type of investigation has
been made by Johnson, Principcil of the University High School for
_
Walter Scott Monroe, Measuring the Results of Teaching
(Chicago: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1918), pp. 3-4
^Ibid.
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the University of Chicago, It is based upon the fact that when acc¬
urate measurements are made of any ability of a large group of
pupils, the resulting measures are distributed; that is, arranged
along the scale of measurement, in a certain definite way.
In the University High School, ”F*' denotes failure, cind the four
successive ranks above failure are indicated by "D,"C, •' "B, ” and
"A.” For the several departments of the school, Johnson tabiilated
the number of times each mark was given during the years 1907-1908
and I9O8-I909. It was noted that in the case of English a much larger
proportion of low marks (''F” and “D'*) were given than in history.
1
For the high marks ("A" and ••B'*) just the reverse is true.
However, the most striking part of the restilts is the lower which
represents the distributions of the marks of two teachers in the same
department. The distribution for teacher A conforms reasonably close
to the normal curve, but that for teacher B departs from it in a very
conspicuous fashion. It is obvious that teacher B is accustomed to
give ’’high grades.” In so doing, he has furnished evidence that his
2
marks are probably inaccurate.
(3) Marking examination papers - The written examination is the
most common means of measuring the abilities of pupils, although
^H. H. Remmer and N. D. Gage, Educational Measurement and
Evaluation (New York; Harper and Brothers, 1943), p. 120.
^Ibid.
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many teachers and school patrons oppose its use. They contend that
pupils working under pressure frequently become nervous and con¬
fused and consequently cannot do themselves justice, while other
pupils, who have no reeil grasp of the subject, are able by cramming
to write excellent papers. It is also contended that the questions are
frequently not well selected and do not pertain to the essentials of
the subject. ^
There is probably some truth in the above assertions, but within
the past few years there have been a nvimber of investigations to as¬
certain if teachers mark examination papers accurately, assuming
that what appears on the papers is a true record of the abilities of
the pupils. Starch and Elliott investigated the accuracy with which
teachers marked papers in English, geometry and history. Their
method and the facts revealed may be illustrated by the case of
geometry."
A facsimilie reproduction was made of an actual exeuninajion
paper in plane geometry. A copy of this reproduction went to each
of the high schools included in the North Central Association of Coll¬
eges and Secondary Schools, with the request that it be marked on
3
the scale of one hxmdred per cent by the teacher of geometry. The
^Walter Scott Monroe, Measuring the Results of Teaching
(Chicago: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1918), p, 8.
^Ibid.
^Ibid. , p, 9.
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teacher was asked to mark the paper by the method he was accustomed
to use. Papers were returned from 116 schools and the results tabu¬
lated. When we consider that the subject-matter of geometry is quite
definite, and that the papers were marked by teachers who were
thoroughly acquainted with the subject, it would seem that we might
expect the marks or "grades” placed upon this examination paper to
be in close agreement. However, exactly the opposite was the case.
The "grade" of 75 was given by thirteen teachers; the "grade"
of 76 by three teachers, and so on. Of the 116 marks, two were
above 90, while one was below 30. Twenty were 80 or above, while
twenty other marks were below 60. Forty-seven teachers assigned
a mark passing or above, while sixty-nine teachers thought the paper
was not worthy of a pssing mark.
Not only were similar results obtained by Starch and Elliott in
English and in history, but other investigators have verified them
many times. In the face of such facts only one conclusion is possible;
namely, that \mder ordinary conditions the marks assigned to exam¬
ination papers by teachers are very unreliable. Such marks can re¬
present only very crude and very inaccurate measures of the abilities
of pupils. It is not too much to say that the mark which a pupil re¬
ceives on an examination paper depends upon the teacher who. grades
the^pia-per, as well as upon what the student places upon the paper. ^
^Monroe, Op. cit. , pp. 8-9.
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It has also been shown that the same teacher is not consistent
in his own marking. If a set of papers are marked a second time,
the two sets of marks will vary widely.
We have now presented an illustration of each of three types of
evidence that teachers* marks, both final ’’grades'* and examination
"grades," are inaccurate. In each case the illustration is typiceil
of a niomber of similar ones which might be mentioned. We have,
therefore, a large amount of evidence that teachers* marks are not
accurate.
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The Reliability of Standardized Test Scores
Standardized tests make an important contribution to an eval¬
uation program in that they are accompanied by norms or standards.
Furthermore, they are likely to be better than homemade tests be¬
cause they are prepared by experts. Their preparation is usually*
preceded by a thorough analysis of the area to be covered, including
an examination of textbooks and courses of study. ^
Standardized tests and scales are valuable teaching aids. Some
of the new-type examinations are also of considerable assistance to
O
the teacher in measuring the results of classroom instruction.
Standardized achievement tests ordinarily concern themselves
almost exclusively with subject matter abilities. Some of the newer
standardized achievement tests have been constructed in terms of
current curricular concepts and are therefore, much more valid
measures of educational progress than are the older tests. The teach¬
er whose concept of educationail objectives includes changes in interests,
attitudes, and in the ability to think clearly is justified in broadening
his selection of standardized achievement tests to include standard-
ized tests that measure interest, attitudes, and thought patterns.
^R. Li. Morton, Teaching Arithmetic, Department of Classroom
Teachers, American Educational Research Association of the National
Education Association, October, 1953, First Edition, p. 26.
^Paul E. Belting and A. W. Clevenger, The High School at Work
(New York: Rand McNally and Company, 1939), p. 221.
3
Henry N. Rivlin, Teaching Adolescents in Secondary Schools
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1961), p. 324.
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An increasing number of educators believe that the standardized
test is another factor in the total school program. In this connection,
Lee and Lee state that teachers can use standardized tests to:
1. Discover the difficulties and shortages of each child in the
skills which are essential for success in pupil activites.
2. Obtain a measure of each child^s skill in such fields as
reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, arithmetic, and
language.
3. Provide a basis for planning an individual remedial progrzim to
meet the needs of the pupils.
4. Provide a basis for grouping pupils according to their needs for
remedial instruction. (This refers to the information of groups
in reading or other specific fields, and not to the practice of
grouping classes homogeneously for the entire instructional
program.)
5. Show pupils in which skills they are in need of special work.
6. Discover which pupils are not doing work which compares favor¬
ably with that done by pupils of the same ability in other schools.
7. Evaluate strengths and weaknesses of instruction in the various
skills.
8. Provide a basis for studying the adjustment problems of the
child. ^
Summary of Related Literature. --A review of the related literature
pertinent to this research revealed that the various authorities who have
investigated the problem of the unreliability of "teachers’-marks** and
the reliability of standardized test-scores appear to agree that teachers
should rej:^ on theresults derived from standardized tests for a truer
1
J. M. Lee and D. M. Lee, The Child and His Curriculum (New
York: Appleton-Centry-Crofts, Inc. , 1950), p. 680.
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picture of pupil achievement or progress. The review of the literature
related to the problem of this study has been condensed to certain gen¬
eralized statements, which characterize the concensus of opinion and
research, are presented below tinder appropriate captions.
Evaluating Student Progress. --The research on the evaluation of
student progress is summarized below:
1. Adams and Torgerson saud: The teacher*s greatest respon¬
sibility and greater latitude in planning educational
experiences carries with it the responsibility for
appraising the worth-whileness of those experiences.
2. James Mursell believes: One of the most significant develop¬
ments has been the large-scale application by class¬
room teachers of many methods of studying the adjust¬
ment and development of students.
3. C. C. Ross stated: Of the four chief criteria of a satisfactory
measuring instrument the most important criterion is
validity.
The Unreliability of •*Teachers*-Marks". --The varied remarks
concerning the imreliability of "Teachers*-Marks” are summarized as
follows:
1. Harold H. Bixler concluded: There is general dissatisfaction
with the present marking system, but as yet, little
agreement as to the direction in which to go.
2. Clarence Lovejoy reveads: Some high schools have two grades;
a passing mark which may be as low as 60 or 65 and
still move the student along to his graduation diploma,
and a college recommendation mark that may be as
high as 80.
3. Roy O. Billett reports: Men teachers favor boys and women
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teachers favor girls in the awarding of marks.
4. Dr. Ross asserts: True in 1930 and still true today-marks
received by certain individuals are conditioned more
by the contours of the face than by the contents of
the head.
The Reliability of Standardized Test-^cores. --The research of the
reliability of standardized test-scores is epitomized in the statements
to follow.
1. R. L. Morton affirms: The preparation of standardized test
is usually preceded by a thorough analysis of the
area to be covered, including an examination of
textbooks and courses of study.
2. Paul E. Belting and W. W. Clevenger believes: Stzindardized
tests and scales are valuable teaching aids. Some
of the new-type examinations are also of considerable
assistcince to the teacher in measuring the results of
classroom instruction.
3. Henry N. Rivlin states: The teacher whose concept of educa¬
tional objectives includes changes in interests, in
attitudes, and in the ability to think clearly is justi¬
fied in broadening his selection of standardized
achievement tests to include standardized tests that
measure interests, attitudes, and thought patterns.
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CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Orgeinization and Treatment of Data. --The present chapter will
present, ancilyze, and interpret the data pertinent to the major objec¬
tives of this research. To test the significance of the null hypothe¬
sis:
There is no difference in student achievement in mathematics
between the indices obtained through "Teachers*-Marks” and
Standardized Test Scores.
The requisite data for this research were collected and organized
for the purpose of analysis and interpretation under the following
captions:
1. The indices of Raw-Scores and "Teachers*-Marks", with
their corresponding T-score eqmvalents.
2. The significant difference for Test-Scores and "Teachers*-
Marks", with reference to their corresponding T-score
equivalents.
3. The Interpretative Summation.
There was a total of ninety-four pupils enrolled in the selected
classes of Mathematics, Algebra I, and Algebra II and Plane Geometry
at the Carver High School, Spartsinburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965.
The distribution of students were as follows: Mathematics-25, Algebra I-
31, Algebra 11-27 and Plane Geometry-11. All of these pupils parti¬
cipated in the testing program incident to this study; therefore, distri¬
butions were available for all of the pupils on the test pertinent to
their area, together with their school grades or "Teachers*-Marks"
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obtained from their cumulative records.
The data derived from the administration of the four tests and
••Teachers*«marks" are organized around a total of 13 tables and
presented as follows:
1. There are eight (8) tables which will present the basic data
on the •’achievement” level of the subjects in the four areas
of mathematics (arithmetic, algebra I, algebra II, and
plane geometry). The eight (8) tables will present the fre¬
quency distribution of the scores and "teachers*-marks" ob¬
tained by the group, together with the measures of central
tendency, variability, and reliability.
(a) Four (4) tables will present raw scores and four (4)
will present the T-score equivalents of the raw scores.
2. There are four (4) tables which will present the "significant
difference" between the "teachers*-marks** and test scores
on tiie four components of achievemtent set up for this study.
3. There is one (1) summary table which will present a summary
of the statistics involved in the computed fsignificant differ¬
ences" for the performance of the pupils.
The criteria of reliability of the statistics on the various paired
variables of the data were (a) Fisher’s "t" of significant difference
at ninety-four degrees of freedom and one per cent level of confidence
1 2
with a ”t” value of 2. 58, and (b) McCall’s T-score eqmvalent
for the raw scores obtained.
The criteria used for reference as to the meaningfullness of the
computed statistics of the data for the groups of mathematics students
in comparison with the paired variables were the established "norms”
^Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education
( New York: Longman, Green and Company, 1953), pp. 213-17.
^Ibid. mpp. 197-201, and pp. 239-40.
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for the various distributions of the test.
The performance on the four tests and the appraised "teachers*-
marks** of the groups of mathematics students will be presented tinder
the captions of distributions of test raw-scores and **teachers*-marks*’,
distributions of T-Score equivalents, and the significant difference be¬
tween the test scores and ''teachers*-marks", in the iremaining section
of this chapter.
Indices of Raw-Scores and Teachers*-Marks
Introductory Statement. --This section of the report of the research
will present the descriptive data of the raw-scores and their T-scores
of: (a) scores on the four tests, (b) scores referred to as "teachers*-
marks!*, together with the measures of central tendency, variability,
and reliability for the respective components on the tests and the var¬
ious subject-matter areas appraised by the classroom teachers.
Resvilts on the Cooperative Mathematics Tests (Arithmetic.)—The
data on the Cooperative Mathematics Test (Arithmetic) as obtained from
the raw scores and T-scores equivalent for a selected group of students
of the Carver High School, Sparteinburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965 are
presented in Tables 1 and 2, pages 32 and 33 respectively.
Raw Scores. --The raw scores on the arithmetic component ranged
from a low of 5, to a high of 28, with a mean of 15. 98, a median of
15. 3, a standard deviation of 6. 1, and a stcindard error of the mean of
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of 1. 22. Further, table 1 shows that 6 or 24 per cent of the subjects
scored above the mecin, 14 or 56 per cent of the subjects scored be¬
low the mean, and 5 or 20 per cent of the subjects scored within the
meein class-interval.
T-Score Equivalent. --The T-score equivalent on the arithmetic
component rainged'from a low of 22 to a high of 72; with a mean of
49. 8, a median of 50. 75, a standard deviation of 9. 85, and a standard
error of the mean of 1. 97. Further table 2 shows that 9 or 36 per
cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 12 or 48 per cent of the
subjects scored below the mecin and 4 or 16 per cent of the subjects
scored within the mean class-interval.
Stimmary. --The data on arithmetic scores derived with either
from the raw scores or T-scores appear to indicate that the selected
group of students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South
Carolina, 1964-1965, as a group is markedly below the norm of
expectancy.
Results on '*Teachers*-Marks'* (Arithmetic). —The data on
the *'teachers*-marks'* as obtained from the raw scores and T-
score equivalent for a selected group of students of the Carver High
School, Spartamburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965 are presented in
Table 1 and 2, pages 32 and 33 respectively.
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Raw Scores. --The raw scores on the arithmetic component
ranged from a low of 60 to a high of 83; with a mean of 73. 84, a
median of 73. 3, a standard deviation of 4. 47, eund a standard error
of the mean of . 89. Further, Table 1 shows that 10 or 40 per cent
of the subjects scored above the mean, 10 or 40 per cent of the
subjects scored below the mean, and 5 or 20 per cent of the subjects
scored within the mean class-interval.
T-Score Equivalent. —The T-score equivalent on the arithmetic
component ranged from a low of 27 to a high of 67; with a mean of 50,
a median of 50. 75, a standard deviation of 7. 48, and a standard
error of the mean of 1. 50. Further, Table 2 shows that 9 or 32 per
cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 12 or 48 per cent of the
subjects scored below the mean and 4 or 16 per cent of the subjects
scored within the mean class-interval.
Results on the Cooperative Mathematics Test (Algebra I). -- The
data on the Cooperative Mathematics Test (Algebra 1) as obtedned
from the raw scores and T-scores equivcilent for a selected group
of students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina,




DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE COOPERATIVE
MATHEMATICS TESTS (ARITHMETIC) AND "TEACHERS’-
MARKS" AS OBTAINED BY A SELECTED GROUP




TEST SCORES "TEACHERS' -MARKS"
Scores Nvimber Percent Scores Number Percent
26-28 1 4 81-83 6 24
23-25 4 16 78-80 0 0
20-22 1 4 75-77 4 16
17-19 5 20 72-74 5 20
14-16 4 16 69-71 8 32
11-13 4 16 66-68 0 0
8-10 3 12 63-65 1 4
5-7 3 12 60-62 1 4
Total 25 100 Total 25 100
Mean 15. 48 Mean 73. 84
Median 15. 3 Median 73. 3
S. D. 6. 1 S.D. 4.47
S. E. 1. 22 S. E. .89
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF T-SCORES ON THE COOPERATIVE MATHEAIATICS
TEST (ARITHMETIC) AND “TEACHERS"-MARKS" AS OBTAINED
BY A SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS OF THE CARVER
HIGH SCHOOL, SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA
1964-1965
Test Score (T-score equivalent) "Teachers* -Marks"(T -score equiva¬
lent)
Scores Nximber Percent Scores Number Percent
70-74 1 4 65-69 2 8
65-69 1 4 60-64 2 8
60-64 3 12 55-59 5 20
55-59 4 16 50-54 4 16
50-54 4 16 45-49 4 16
45-49 4 16 40-44 6 24
40-44 5 20 35-39 0 0
35-39 0 0 30-34 1 4
30-34 2 8 25-29 1 4
25-29 0 0
20-24 1 4


















Raw Scores. --The raw scores on the Algebra 1 component ranged
from a low of 5, to a high of 31; with a mean of 22, a median of 21. 29
a standard deviation of 5. 17, and a stcindard error of the mean of . 93.
Further, Table 3 shows that 8 or 25. 81 per cent of the subjects scor¬
ed above the mean, 17 or 49. 84 per cent of the subjects scored below
the mean, and 6 or 19. 35 per cent of the subjects scored within the
mean class-interval.
T-Scores Equivalent. —The T-score equivalent on the Algebra 1
component ranged from a low of 22 to a high of 67; with a mean of
51. 03, a median of 52. 83, a standard deviation of 9. 22, and a stand¬
ard error of the mean of 1. 66. Further, Table 4 shows that 14 or
45. 15 percent of the subjects scored above the mean, 14 or 45, 15
per cent of the subjects scored below the mean, and 3 or 9. 68 per
cent of the subjects scored within the mean class-interval.
Summary. --The data on Algebra 1 scores derived either from
the raw scores or T-scores appear to indicate that the selected
group of students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South
Carolina, 1964-1965 as a group scored at the norm of expectancy.
Results on **Teachers*-Marks” (Algebra 1). —The data on the
'•teachers*-marks” as obtained from the raw scores and T-scores
equivalent for a selected group of students of the Carver High School,
Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965 are presented in Tables 3
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and 4, pages 36 and 37 respectively.
Raw Scores. "-The raw scores on the Algebra I component ranged
from a low of 60, to a high of 92; with a mean of 75. 84, a median of
76. 3, a standard deviation of 7. 24, and a standard error of the mean
of 1. 3. Further, Table 3 shows that 10 or 32. 25 per cent of the sub¬
jects scored above the mean, 18 or 58. 07 per cent of the subjects
scored below the mean, and 3 or 9. 68 per cent of the subjects scored
within the mean class-interval.
T-Scores Equivalent. --The T«score equivalent on the Algebra I
component ranged from a low of 22 to a high of 72; with a mean of
50. 23, a median of 50. 93, a standard deviation of 9 51, and a standard
error of the mean of 1. 89. Further, Table 4 shows that 10 or 32. 26
per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 14 or 45. 16 per cent
of the subjects scored below the mean, and 7 or 22. 58 per cent of
the subjects scored within the mean class-interval.
Results on the Cooperative Mathematics Test (Algebra II). --
The data on the Cooperative Mathematics Test (Algebra II) as
obtained from the raw scores and T-scores equivalent for a selected
group of students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South
Carolina, 1964-1965, are presented in Tables 5 and 6, pages 39 and
40 respectively.
Raw Scores. --The raw scores on the Algebra II component ranged
from a low of 10 to a high of 30; with a mean of 21. 67, a median of
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE COOPERATIVE MATHE¬
MATICS TESTS (ALGEBRA I) AND "TEACHERS’*-MARKS'* AS
OBTAINED BY A SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS
OF THE CARVER HIGH SCHOOL, SPARTANBURG,
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1964-1965
Scores Number Percent Scores Niomber Percent
29-31 3 9. 68 90-92 2 6.45
26—28 5 16. 13 89-89 0 0. 0
23-25 6 19.35 84-86 4 12.9
20-22 6 19.35 CO00I00 4 12.9
17-19 5 16. 13 78-80 3 9.68
14-16 5 16. 13 75-77 5 16.13
11-13 0 0. 0 72-74 3 9.68
o100 0 0. 0 69-71 5 16.13
5-7 1 3. 23 66-68 2 6.45
63-65 0 0.0
60-62 3 9.68
Total 31 100. 0 Total 31 100. 0
Mean 22. Mean 75.84
Median 21.29 Median 76.3
S. D. 5.17 S. D. 7.24
S.E^ .93 S. E. 1.3
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TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF T-SCORES ON THE COOPERATIVE MATHEMATICS
TESTS (ALGEBRA I) AND"rEACHERS*-MARKS” AS OBTAINED
BY A SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS OF THE CARVER
HIGH SCHOOL, SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA
1964-1965
Test Scores (T-equivalent) •'Teachers*-Marks'* (T-equivalent)
Scores Ntimber Percent Scores Number Percent
70-74 1 3.23
65-69 2 6. 45 65-69 1 3,23
60-64 4 12. 90 60-64 4 12.90
55-59 8 25. 80 55-59 4 12. 90
50-54 3 9. 68 50-54 7 22. 58
45-49 5 16. 13 45-49 6 19.35
40-44 5 16. 13 40-44 3 9. 68
35-39 3 9. 68 35-39 4 12. 90
30-34 0 0. 0 30-34 0 0. 0
25-29 0 0, 0 25-29 0 0. 0
20-24 1 3.23 20-24 1 3.23
Total 31 100. 0 Total 31 100.0
Mean 51.03 Mean 50. 23
Median 52. 83 Median 50. 93
S.D. 9.22 S.D. 9. 51
S.E. 1. 66 S.E. 1.89
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22. 21, a standard deviation of 5. 49, and a standard error of the
mean of 1. 06. Further, Table 5 shows that 10 or 37. 03 per cent
of the subjects scored above the mean, 10 or 37. 03 per cent of the subjects
scored below the mean, and 7 or 25. 93 per cent of the subjects scored
within the mean class-interval.
T"Scores Equivalent. —The T-score equivalent on the Algebra
11 component ranged from a low of 22 to a high of 72; with a mean of
45. 59, a median of 51. 36, a standard deviation of 9. 31, and a stand¬
ard error of the mean of 1. 79. Further, Table 6 shows that 8 or
29. 62 per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 11 or 40. 73 •
per cent of the subjects scored below the mean, and 8 or 29. 63 per
cent of the subjects scored within the mean class-interval.
Summary. —The data on Algebra 11 scores derived either from
the raw scores or T-scores appear to indicate that the selected group
of students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina,
1964-1965, as a group is slightly above the norm of expectancy.
Results on *'Teachers*-Marks** (Algebra 11). --The data on the
"teachers*-marks*' as obtained from the raw scores and T-scores
equivalent for a selected group of students of the Carver High School,
Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965 are presented in Tables 5
and 6, pages 39 and 40 respectively.
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TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE COOPERATIVE AlATHE-
MATICS TESTS (ALGEBRA II) AND "TEACHERS*-MARKS” AS
OBTAINED BY A SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS OF
THE CARVER HIGH SCHOOL, SPARTANBURG,
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1964-1965
TEST SCORES "TEACHERS*-MARKS”
Scores Number Percent Scores Number Percent
30-32 1 3.70 94-96 1 3.70
27-29 6 22. 22 91-93 2 77.41
24-26 3 11. 11 88-90 2 7.41
21-23 7 25. 93 85-87 0 0.0
18-20 4 14.81 82-84 5 18.52
15-17 2 7.41 79-81 7 25.93
12-14 3 11.11 76-78 3 11.11




Total 27 100.0 Total 31 100.0
Meaxi 21, 67 Mean 79. 67
Median 22.21 Median 80.21
S.D. 5. 49 S. D. 7.49
S.E. 1. 06 S. E. 1.44
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TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF T-SCORES ON THE COOPERATIVE MATHEMATICS
TESTS (ALGEBRA II) AND "TEACHERS*-MARKS" AS OBTAINED
BY A SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS OF THE CARVER
HIGH SCHOOL, SPARTANBURG, SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1964-1965
TEST SCORES (T-equivalent) "TEACHERS*-MARKS" (T -eqmvalent)
Scores Number Percent Scores Number Percent
70-74 1 3. 70 70-74 1 3. 70
65-69 1 3. 70 65-69 0 0. 0
60—64 1 3.70 60—64 4 14.81
55-59 5 18. 52 55-59 3 11. 11
50-54 8 29.63 50-54 7 25.93
45-49 3 11. 11 45-49 4 14.81
40-44 4 14.81 40-44 2 7.41
35-39 2 7.41 35-39 4 14. 81
30-34 1 3. 70 30-34 1 3. 70
25-29 0 0. 0 25-29 0 0. 0
20-24 1 3.70 20-24 1 3. 70
Total 27 99. 98 Total 27 99.98
Mean 49. 59 Mean 49.22
Median 51.36 Median 53.07
S.D. 9.31 S.D. 10.98
S.E. 1. 79 S.E. 2.11
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Raw Scores. —The raw scores on the Algebra 11 component ranged
from a low of 70 to a high of 96; with a mean of 79. 67, a median of
80. 21, a standard deviation of 7. 49, and a standard error of the mean
of 1. 44. Further Table 5 shows that a 10 or 37. 04 per cent of the sub¬
jects scored above the mecin, 10 or 37. 04 per cent of the subjects
scored below the mean, and 7 or 25. 93 per cent of the subjects scored
within the mean class-inerval.
T-Scores Eqmvalent. —The T-scores eqtiivalent on the Algebra 11
component ranged from a low of 22 to a high of 72; witii amean of 49. 22,
a median of 53. 07, a standard deviation of 10. 98, and a standard error
of the mean of 2. 11. Further Table 6 shows that 8 or 29. 61 percent of
the subjects scored above the mean, 12 or 44. 43 per cent of the sub¬
jects scored below the mean and 7 or 25. 93 per cent of the subjects
scored within the mean class-interval.
Results on the Cooperative Mathematics Tests (Geometry). -- The
data on the Cooperative Mathematics Test (Geometry) as obtained from
the raw scores and T-scores equivalent for a selected group of studnnts
of the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965,
are presented in Tables 7 and 8, pages 43 and 44 respectively.
Raw Scores. -<(»The raw scores on the Geometry component ranged
from a low of 14 to a high of 28; with a mean of 22, 55, a median of
24. 5, a standard deviation of 4. 37, and a standard error of the mean
of 1. 32. Further, Table 7 shows that 7 or 63. 64 per cent of the sub-
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jects scored above the mean, 3 or 27. 27 per cent of the subjects
scored within the mean class-interval.
T»-<5cores Equivctlent. --The T-score equivalent on the Geometry-
component ranged from a low of 22 to a high of 67; with a mean of 54,
a median of 51. 17, a standard deviation of 12. 33 and a standard error
of the mean of 3. 71. Further, Table 8 shows that 3 or 27. 27 per cent
of the subjects scored above the mean, 5 or 45. 45 percent of the
subjects scored below the mean, 3 or 27. 27 per cent of the subjects
scored within the mean class-inerval.
Summary. --The data on Geometry scores derived either from the
raw scores or T-scpres appear to indicate that the selected group of
students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina,
1964-1965, as a group are below the norm of expectancy.
Results on **Teachers*-Marks** (Geometry). —The data on the
"Teachers*-Marks*’ as obtained from the raw scores and T-scores
equivalent for a selected group of students of the Carver High School,
Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965, are presented in Tables 7
and 8, pages 43 and 44 respectively.
Raw Scores. —The raw scores on the Geometry component ranged
from a low of 79 to a high of 92; with a mean of 84. 55, a median of
86. 5, a standard deviation of 5. 54, and a standard error of the mean
of 1. 67. Further, Table 7 shows that 5 or 45. 45 per cent of the sub¬
jects scored above the mean, 3 or 27. 27 per cent of the subjects
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON THE COOPERATIVE MATHE¬
MATICS TESTS (GEOMETRY) AND "TEACHERS*-MARKS" AS
OBTAINED BY A SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS OF
THE CARVER HIGH SCHOOL, SPARTANBURG,
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1964-1965
TEST SQCORES "TEACHERS*-MARKS"
Scores Number Percent Scores Nvunber Percent
27-29 1 9.09 92-94 1 9.09
24-26 6 54. 55 89-91 1 9.09
21-23 1 9.09 86-88 3 27.27
18-20 1 9.09 83-85 3 27. 27
15-17 1 9.09 00o 100 0 0.0
12-14 1 9.09 77r79 3 27.27
Total 11 100.0 Total 11 99.99
Mean 22. 55 Mean 84. 55
Median 24. 5 Median 86. 5
S.D. 4.37 S.D. 5. 54
S.E. 1. 32 S.E. 1. 67
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF T•SCORES ON THE COOPERATIVE MATHEMATICS
TESTS (GEOMETRY) AND "TEACHERS*-MARKS" AS OBTAINED
BY A SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS OF THE CARVER
HIGH SCHOOL, SPARTANBURG, SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1964-1965
Test Scores (T-equivalent) "Teachers*-Marks" (T-equivalent)
Scores Number Percent Scores Number Percent
65-69 1 9.09 65-69 1 9.09
60-64 0 0. 0 60-64 1 9.09
55-59 2 18. 18 55-59 3 27. 27
50-54 3 27.27 50-54 1 9.09
45-49 2 18. 18 45-49 2 18.18
40-44 1 9.09 40-44 2 18.18
35-39 1 9.09 35-39 0 0.0
30-34 0 0.0 30-34 1 9.09
Total 11 99.99 Total 11 99.99
Mean 54. Mean 51.09
Median 51. 17 Median 52.
S.D. 12.33 S.D. 9.73
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scored below the meaji, and 3 or 27. 27 per cent of the subjects
scored within the mean class-interval.
T-Scores Equivalent. —The T-scores equivalent on the Geometry-
component ranged from a low of 32 to a high of 67; with a mean of
51. 09, a median of 52, a standard deviation of 9. 73, and a standard
error of the mean of 2. 93. Further, Table 8 shows that 5 or 45. 45
per cent of the subjects scored above the mean, 5 or 45.45 per cent
of the subjects scored below the mean, and 1 or 9.09 per cent of
the subjects scored within the mean class-interval.
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Significant Differences for Test-Scores and "Teachers^-Marks**
Introductory Statement. «»-This section of the research report
will present data pertinent to the significance of the statistical diff¬
erences between the T-score equivalents for the test-scores and
”teachers*-marks'*; with specific reference to the achievenoent in
mathematics of the students who were subjects of this research.
Significant Difference Between T-Score on the Cooperative
Mathematics Tests and **Teachers*-Marks” (Arithmetic). --The *'t‘*
ratio for the significart difference computed from the T-score
eqvdvalents for the data on arithmetic for a selected group of
students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina,
1964-1965 is presented in Table 9.
TABLE 9
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T-SCORES ON THE COOP¬
ERATIVE MATHEMATICS TESTS (ARITHMETIC) AND "TEACHERS*-
MARKS” AS OBTAINED BY A SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS OF
THE CARVER HIGH SCHOOL, SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA
1964-1965

















The mean T-score for the test was 49. 8, for the "Teachers*-
Marks* it was 50, with a difference of 25 in favor of the "Teachers*-
Marks”. The median T-score for the test was 50. 75, for the
'•Teachers*-Marks** it was 50. 75 with a difference of 0. 0 in favor
of neither. The T-score standard deviation for the test was 9. 85,
for the "Teachers*-Marks” it was 7.48, with a difference of 2.37 in
favor of the test. The T-score standard error of the mean for the
test was 1. 97, for the **Teachers*-Marks” it was 1. 50, with a diff¬
erence of . 47 in favor of the test. The standard error of the differ-
ernce between the two means was 2. 47.
The ’’t" was found to be ..(181. This '*t** was not significant for it
was less than 2. 58 at the once percent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the two sets of scores on the component of
arithmetic was not significant.
Significant Difference Between T-Scores on the Cooperative Mathe-
Matics Test and *'Teachers*-Marks** (Algebra 1). — The "t" ratio for
the significant difference computed from the T-score eqmvedents for
the data on Algebra 1 for a selected group of students of the Carver High
School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965, is presented in Table
10.
The mean T-score for the test was 51. 03, for the ’’Teachers*-
Marks" it was 50. 23, with a difference of . 20 in favor of the "Teachers*-
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Marks*' . The median T-score for the test was 52. 83, for the
"Teachers*-Marks** it was 50. 93, with a difference of 1. 90 in favor
of the test. The T«score standard deviation for the test was 9. 22 for
the "Te achers*-Marks** it was 9. 51 with a difference of . 29 in favor
of ••Teachers*-Marks**. The T-score standard error of the mean for
the test was 1. 66, for the Teachers*-Marks'* it was 1. 89 with a diff¬
erence of . 23 in favor of the ''Teachers*-Marks". The standard error
of the difference between the two means was 2. 51.
The "t" was found to be .318. This ''t" was not significant for it
was less than 2. 58 at the one per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the two sets of scores on the component of
Algebra 1 was not significant.
TABLE 10
Significant Difference Between T*^Scores on The Cooperative Mathe¬
matics Tests (Algebra I) and "Teachers*-Marks" as obtained by a
selected group of students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg,
South Carolina, 1964-1965







52.83 9. 22 1. 66
2. 51 . 80 . 318
"Teachers*-
Marks" 50.23 50. $3 9. 51 1. 89
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TABLE 11
Significant Difference Between T-Scores on The Cooperative Mathe¬
matics Tests (Algebra n) zind "Teachers*-Marks" as obtained by a
selected group of students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg,
South Carolina, 1964-1965















53.07 10. 98 2. 11
Significant Difference Between T-Scores On The Cooperative Mathe¬
matics Test and **Teachers*-Marks'' (Algebra II). —The *T* ratio for the
significant difference computed from the T-score equivalents for the data
on Algebra EL for a selected group of students of the Carver High School,
Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-65 is presented in Table 11
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The meein T-score for the test was 49. 59; for the "Teachers*-
Marks” it was 49. 22 with a difference of .37 in favor of the test.
The median T-score for the test was 51. 36; for the "Teachers*-
Marks" it was 53. 07, with a differnce of 1. 71 in favor of the "Teachers*-
Marks", The T-score standard deviation for the test was 9. 31; for the
"Teachers*»Marks" it was 10. 98, with a difference of 1. 67 in favor of
the "Teachers*-Marks". The T-score standard error of the mean for
test was 1. 79; for the "Teachers*-Marks" it was 2. 11 with a difference
of . 32 in favor of the "Teachers*-Marks". The standard error of
the difference between the two means was 2. 76.
The "t" was fo\ind to be . 123. This "t" was not significant for
it was less than 2. 58 at the once per cent level of confidence. There¬
fore, the difference between the two sets of scores on the component
of Algebra II was not significafat.
Significant Difference BetwfeenrT-Scores on the Cooperative
Mathematics Test and "Teachers*-Mairks" (Geometry). —The "t"
ratio for the significant difference computed from the T-score equiv¬
alents for the data on Geometry for a selected group of students of
the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965,
is presented in Table 12.
The mean T-score for the test was 54; for the "Teachers*-Marks"
it was 51. 09, with a difference of 2. 91 in favor of the test. The
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median T-score for the test was 51. 17; for the '‘Teachers*-Marks”
it was 52, with a difference of. 83 in favor of the "Teachers*-Marks”.
The T-score standard deviation for the test was 12. 33; for the
”Teachers*-Marks” it was 9. 73, with a difference of 2. 60 in favor of
the test. The T-score standard error of the mean for the test was 3. 71
for the ”Teacher*s-Marks" it was 2. 93, with a difference of . 78 in fa¬
vor of the test. The standard error of the difference between the two
means was 4. 74.
The ”t" was found to be . 613. This ”t** was not significant for it
was less thcin 2. 58 at the once per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the two sets'of scores on the component of
Geometry.
TABLE 12
Significant Difference Between T-Scores on The cooperative Mathe¬
matics Tests (Geometry) and "Teachers*-Marks” as obtained by a




Scores Mean Median S.D. S.E. Means '«t”
Cooperative
Mathematics
Tests 54 51.17 12.33 3. 71
(Geometry)
4.74 2. 91 .613
"Teachers*-




Introductory Statement. "-The quantitative measure basic to the
analysis and interpretation of the data pertinent to this research
throughout this entire chapter are s\immarized in Table 13, page 54,
with specific content as indicated below:
1. Raw-score data tests - Arithmetic, Algebra I, Algebra II,
and Plane G ometry, achievement test-scores eind ‘'Teachers*-
Marks*', in odd-numbered tables in the series 1 through 8.
2. The T-score data on tests - Arithmetic, Algebra I, Algebra
n, and Plane Geometry, achievement rest-scores and
*'Teachers*-Marks”, in the even-numbered tables in the
series 1 through 8.
3. The significant difference (’*t’* ratios) between achievement
test-scores and •'Teacher*s•Marks" for the components of
Arithmetic, Algebra I, Algebra II, and Plane Geometry in
the tables 10 through 12.
4. The summary table on the basic statistics in tables 1 through
12 are consolidated in Table 13.
The interpretative summaries of the quantitative data in the
consolidated table 13 which in turn was derived from the 12 tables of
the analysis and comparison on the basic data, as presented through¬
out this chapter will be presented in the following sentences:
Interpretative Summaries
Introductory Statement. --The interpretative summaries of the find¬
ings of this research are reported under two captions: (a) Intrepreta-
tive Summary on the data from the Cooperative Mathematics tests
(Arithmetic, Algebra I, Algebra II, and Plane Geometry), (b) Interpre¬
tative summary for Significant Difference between achievement test-
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scores and "Teachers’-Marks'*.
Interpretative Svimmary on Data from the Cooperative Mathematics
Test (Arithmetic). --The raw-scores and T-scores for the arithmetic
component of the test are summarized in Table 13. The finding of this
test for arithmetic showed that the selected group of students of the
Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965 had a
mean of three percentile bands below the norm of expectancy.
Interpretative Summary on Data from the Cooperative Mathematics
Test (Algebra I). —The raw-scores and T-scores from the Algebra I
component of the test are summarized in Table 13. The finding of this
test for Algebra I showed that the selected group of students at the
Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965 had a
mean at the norm of expectancy.
Interpretative Siimmary on Data from the Cooperative Mathematics
Test (Algebra II). --The raw-scores and T-scores from the Algebra II
component of the test are summarized in Table 13. The finding of this
test for Algebra II showed that the selected group of students of the
Carker High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965 had a mean
one one percentile band above the norm of expectancy.
Interpretative Svimmary on Data from the Cooperative Mathematics
Test (Plane Geometry). —The raw-scores and T-scores from the Plane
Geometry component of the test are summarized in Table 13. The
TABLE 13
SUMMARY OF RAW SCORE DATA, T-SCORE DATA, AND SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN TEST SCORES AND "TEACHERS*-MARKS" AS OBTAINED BY A
SELECTED GROUP OF STUDENTS OF THE CARVER HIGH SCHOOL
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1964-1965
Test
Components
Achievement Test "Teachers* -Marks " Difference Data
Mean Medicin S.D. S. E. Mean Median
Raw Scores
S.D. S.E. S. E. of Diff. of »»t"
Arithmetic 15. 48 15.30 6. 10 1. 22 73. 84 72Z3840 4. 47 .89
Algebra I 22. 00 21.29 5. 17 .93 75. 84 76.30 7. 24 1.30
Algebra II 21. 67 22.21 5. 49 1.06 79. 67 80.21 7. 49 1.44
Geometry 22. 55 24. 50 4.37 1.32 84. 55 86.50 5. 44 1. 67
T-Scores
tilde 49. 80 50. 75 9.85 1.97 50. 00 50,75 7.48 1. 50 2.47 .20 .81
Algebra I 51.03 52. 83 9. 22 1.66 50. 23 50. 93 9.51 1. 89 2. 51 . 80 .318
Algebra II 49. 59 51.36 9.31 1.79 49. 22 53.07 10,98 2.11 2. 76 .37 . 123
Geometry 54. 00 51. 17 12.33 3.71 51.09 52. 00 9. 73 2. 93 4. 74 2. 91 .613
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finding of this test for Plane Geometry showed that the selected group
of students of the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina,
1964-1965 had a mean of one Percentile Band below the norm of
expectancy.
Interpretative Summary of the Significant Differences Between
the Cooperative Mathematics Test and **Teachers*-Marks**. --The
data for the significant differences between eill components of the
Cooperative Mathematics Tests and "Teachers’-Marks** are
summarized in Table 13, page 54. These findings showed no sig¬
nificant differences to exist between the achievement in mathematics





Rationale. --Teachers of mathematics at the secondary-school
level face a three-fold responsibility. First, they must develop and
maintain student proficiency in the fundamental skills of arithmetic,
assigning such diagnostic and remedial work as is necessary for
some students. Secondly, they must develop concepts of size, quan¬
tity, fvinctional dependence, graphic interpretation, etc. . . . , which
are essential to enlightened living in a civilization in which mathe¬
matics and scientific concepts play an increasingly important role.
Thirdly, they must prepare large numbers of secondary-school youth
for courses in higher mathematics, science, and technology in college
and techniceil schools.
It is the second responsibility listed above--the general educa¬
tion objectives of mathematics--that has been the most controversial.
The Commission on Post-War Plans of the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics has made a major contribution to teachers* thinking in
this area. It has defined "fvinction competence of mathematics"^ by
means of a checklist which embodies a bcdanced emphasis on the social
and mathematicail aims of instruction. The Commission has also ur¬
ged greater attendance to the development of understanding and to a
more comprehensive program of evaluation.
Periodic appraisal of pupil progress by "marks" is a tradition in
American schools at all levels. No one questions the teachers* res¬
ponsibility for passing judgement on the achievement of students.
Students may be graded crudely or with considerable precision. Too
^George Sachs Adams and Theodore L. Torgerson, Measurement
and Evaluation for the Secondary-School Teacher (New York: The
Dryden Press, 1956), p. 343.
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often "teachers'-marks” has been largely subjective. ^ They have
been based on general impressions and not on accurate appraisal of
changed behavior and increased learning from one measuring period
to another. Therefore, the general concentration of this study will
be to focus attention to the correlation of "teachers*-marks" with
standardized test scores in the different areas of high school mathe¬
matics.
Since, in most instances, grades and promotion are connected;
it would be well to note that, if the philosophies of the schools are
concerned with the most effective development of the whole child,
the marking policy must be consistent with the criterion of "what is
best for the pupil. "
One may say what is best for the pupil is an instrument or dev¬
ice that would precisely measure the amount of material learned or
the performance-ffiMll achieved over a given period of time.
It is true that the reliability of "teachers'-marks" can be im¬
proved by basing them on the resvilts of objective tests, or by using
procedures to objectify the judgements of the instructors, but eill
too few schools have as yet made a serious attempt to place the grad¬
ing of their pupils on a more objective basis. In other words, the
scores on a carefully prepared standardized test have more meaning
and can be interpretated more objectively than those obtained through
a typical essay-type examination in an ordinary informal classroom
situation. ^
It woiild seem, therefore, that an analysis of the tested differ¬
ences in achievement in mathematics as measured by "teachers*-
marks" and test scores for high school students would be most bene¬
ficial; for it would indicate the degree of correspondence between
^Alfred Schwarty, Evaluating Student Progress in the Secondary
School (New York: Longmans, Green and Co. , 1957), p. 261.
2
William Jordan Michells, Measuring Educational Achievement
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , 1950), p. 16.
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teachers’ appraisal of achievement and experts’ measurement of
achievement on the semie accepted variable or variables of know-
lege-tmderstanding, habits and skills.
Evolution of the Problem. --During the school year 1963-
1964 at Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, more
students failed in the area of high school mathematics than during
previous years. Moreover, the number of these failurs has been
increasing for some time. As chairman of the mathematics
department, the writer believes that this situation warrants inves¬
tigation.
Attention had been called to the subjectivity of "teachers*-
marks” as compared to standardized test scores, and one wonders
if a comparison of the same would stimvilate a thorough examina¬
tion of this situation by the school staff.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge. --The writer believes
the findings in this research will serve as a valuable source of
information to those persons who are responsible for planning,
executing, and evaluating students’:^ achievement in the school’s
program of high school mathematics.
Statement of the Problem. --The problem involved in this
research was to compare and determine the significance of the
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difference in achievement levels in General Mathematics, Algebra
I and II, and Plane Geometry as measured by '•teachers*-marks'*
and Standardized Test scores as obtained by the selected students
at the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-
1965.
Purpose of the Study. --The major purpose of this study was
to test the Null Hypothesis:
There is no difference in student achievement in
mathematics between the indices obtained through
"teachers*-marks’* and Standardized Test scores.
More specifically, the purposes of this study was to
determine:
1. The measures of central tendency and variability





As measured by the Cooperative Mathematics Test
(Arithmetic, Algebra I, Algebra 11, and Plane
Geometry) of the ninth, tenth, eleventh and
twelfth grade students enrolled at the Carver
High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina
For the school year 1964-1965
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as measured by '•Teachers*-marks" assigned to ninth,
tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students enrolled at
the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina,
for the school year, 1964-1965.
3. The significant differences, if any, between "Teachers*-





for the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade students
enrolled at the Carver High School, Spartanburg, South
Carolina for the school year 1964-1965.
4. The formulation of whatever implications for educational
theory and practice as may be derived from the analysis
and interpretation of the data.
Definition of Terms. --The terms pertinent to this study are
defined as follows:
1. ’'Teachers*-marks”, refers to the grades (letter and/or
numericeil) assigned to the mathematics students by teach¬
ers at the Carver Hi^ School.
2. "Achievement'*, refers to the academic accomplishment of
of the students as measured by the Cooperative Mathematics
Tests. ^
Marion G. Epstein and Jane E. Lambert, Cooperative Mathe¬
matics Tests, Education Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey,
1963.
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Locale and Research-Design of Study. --The significant aspects
of the locale and research design of this study are indicated below:
1. Locale and period. --This study was conducted at
The Carver High School, Spartanburg, South
Carolina, during the school year 1964-1965.
The Carver High School has an enrollment of 1300
students, 58 teachers, one principal and two
assistant principals. A modern building, new
air conditioned wing of which was erected and
occupied in January, 1964. The school facilities
are situated on a 20-acre plot on South Liberty
Street.
2. Research Method. —The Descriptive-Survey Method
of research, employing the specific techniques of
test-scores, •*teachers*«marks’* and statistical
treatment, was used to gather the required data
for this study.
3. Subjects. --The subjects involved in this study were the
selected classes of students enrolled in General
Mathematics, Algebra I, Algebra II, and Pleine
Geometry at Carver High School, for the sbhool
year 1964-1965,
4. Instruments. --The instriiments used to collect the
data for this study were: Cooperative Mathematics
Tests (Arithmetic, Algebra I, Algebra II, and
Plane Geometry).
5. Criterion of Reliability. --The ’’criterion of reliability”
used to test the significant differences of the data
between the two groups; Standardized Test Scores
and ’’Teachers*-Marks”, was Fisher*s ”t” of 2. 58
at the one per cent level of confidence at 94 degrees
of freedom.
6. Research Procedures. —The procedural steps used were:
a. Permission to conduct the study was secured from
the school administration.
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b. The literature pertinent to the study was surveyed,
abstracted, and presented in the thesis copy.
c. The teachers aind students who were subjects of the
study was orientated as to the nature and purposes of
the research.
d. The four tests (The Cooperative Mathematics Tests
for Mathematics, Algebra I and Algebra II, Plane
Geometry) was administered to the students in the
four mathematics classes.
e. The data derived from these instruments was organiz¬
ed into appropriate tables and charts and treated
statistically as determined by the statement of pur¬
pose of this study.
f. The statistical measures to be computed and used are;
mean, median, standard deviation, standard error of
the means, standard error of the difference between
the two means, and "t**.
g. The statements of findings, conclusions, implications
and recommendations derived from the comparison
and interpretation of the data was formulated and in¬
corporated in the finished thesis copy.
Summary of Related Literature. -- A review of the related litera¬
ture pertinent to this research revealed that the various authorities who
have investigated the problem of the unreliability of "teachers*-marks"
and the reliability of standardized test-scores appear to agree that
teachers should rely on the results derived from standardized tests for
a truer picture of pupil achievement or progress. The review of the
literature related to the problem of this study has been condensed to
certciin generalized statements, which characterize the consensus of
opinion eind research, are presented below under appropriate captions.
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Evaluating Student Progress. --The research on the evaluation
of student progress is summarized below:
1. Adams and Torgerson said; the teacher’s greatest res¬
ponsibility eind greater latitude in planning educa¬
tional experiences carries with it the responsibility’
for appraising the worth-whileness of those exper¬
iences.
2. James Mursell believes: one of the most significant de¬
velopments has been the large-scale application by
classroom teachers of many methods of studying
the adjustment and development of students.
3. C. C. Ross stated: of the four chief criteria of a satisfac-
tory measuring instrument the most important
criterion is validity.
The unreliability of ’’Teachers’ Marks”. --The varied remarks
concerning the unreliability of ’’Teachers’-Marks” are summarized as
follows:
1. Harold H. Bixler concluded: there is general dissatisfac¬
tion with the present marking system, but, as yet,
little agreement as to the direction in which to go.
2. Clarence Lovejoy reveals: some high schools have two
grades; a pssing mark which may be as low as 60
or 65 and still move the student along to his grad¬
uation diploma, and a college recommendation mark
may be as high as 80.
3. Roy O. Billett reports; men teachers favor boys and
women teachers favor girls in the awarding of
marks.
Dr. Ross asserts; true in 1930 and still true today--
marks received by certain individuals are condi¬
tioned more by the contours of the face than by the
contents of the head.
4.
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The Reliability of Standardized Test<-scores. --The research of
the reliability of standardized test-scores is eptomized in the state¬
ments to follow.
1. R. Li. Morton affirms: the preparation of standardized
test is usucilly preceded by a thoro anedysis of
the area to be covered including an examination
of textbooks and courses of study.
2. Pavil E. Belting and W. W. Clevenger believes: Standard¬
ized tests and scales are Vciluable teaching aids.
Some of the new-type examinations are also of
considerable assistance to the teacher in measuring
the results of classroom instruction.
3. Henry N. Rivlin states: The teacher whose concept of
educational objectives includes changes in interests,
in attitudes, and in the ability to think clearly is
justified in broadening his selection of standardized
achievement tests to include standardized tests that
measure interests, attitudes, and thought patterns.
Summary of Basic Findings. --Organization. --The summary of
the data pertinent to this research on the tested differences in achieve¬
ment in mathematics as measured by ‘'teachers^-marks*' and test-
score for a selected group of students of the Carver High School,
Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965, are presented under separate
and appropriate captions in the paragraphs to follow:
Indices of Raw-Scores and ••Teachers*-Marks”
for the selected Group of Students





Tables 1 and 2
The raw scores on the arithmetic component ranged from a low
of 5. to a high of 28; with a mean of 15. 98, a median of 15. 3, a stand-
ard deviation of 6. 1, and a standard error of the mean of 1. 22
The T-score equivalent on the arithmetic component ranged
from a low of 27 to a high of 67; with a mean of 49. 8, a median of




Tables 1 and 2
The raw scores on the arithmetic component ranged from a low
of 60 to a high of 83; with a mean of 73. 84, a medicin of 73. 3, a stand¬
ard deviation of 4. 47, and a standard error of the mean of . 89.
The T-score equivalent on the arithmetic component ranged from
a low of 27 to a high of 67; with a mean of 50, a median of 50. 75, a
standard deviation of 7. 48, and a standard error of the mean of 1. 50.
Achievement Test
(Algebra I)
Tables 3 and 4
The raw scores on the Algebra I component ranged from a low
of 5 to a high of 31; with a mean of 22, a median of 21. 29, a standard
deviation of 5. 17, and a standard error of the mean of . 93.
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The T-score equivalent on the Algebra I component ranged from
a low of 22 to a high of 67; with a mean of 51. 03, a median of 52. 83,




Tables 3 and 4
The raw scores on the Algebra I component ranged from a low of
60, to a high of 92; with a mean of 75. 84, a median of 76. 3, a standard
deviation of 7. 24, and a standard error of the mean of 1. 3.
The T-score equivalent on the Algebra I component ranged from
a low of 22 to a high of 72; with a mean of 50. 23, a median of 50. 93,




Tables 5 and 6
The raw scores on the adgebra II component ranged from a low
of 10 to a high of 30; with a mean of 21. 67, a median of 22. 21, a
standard deviation of 5. 49, and a standard error of the mean of 1. 06.
The T-score equivalent on the Algebra II component ranged from
a low of 22 to a high of 72; with a mean of 49. 59, a median of 51. 36,




Tables 5 aind 6
The raw scores on the Algebra II component ranged from a low
of 70 to a high of 96; with a mean of 79. 67, a median of 80. 21, a
standard deviation of 7. 49, and a standard error of the mean of 1. 44.
The T-score equivalent on the Algebra II component ranged
from a low of 22 to a high of 72; with a mean of 49. 22, a median of
53. 07, a standard deviation of 10. 98 and a standard error of the
mean of 2. 11.
Achievement ITest
(Geometry)
Tables 7 and 8
The raw scores on the Geometry component ranged from a low
of 14, to a high of 28; with a mean of 22. 55, a median of 24. 5, a
standard deviation of 4. 37, and a standard error of the mean of 1. 32.
The T-score equivalent on the Geometry component ranged from a
low of 22 to a high of 67; with a mean of 54, a median of 51. 17, a
standard deviation of 12. 33 and a standard error of the mean of 3. 71.
^'Teachers*-Marks**
(Geometry)
Tables 7 and 8
The raw scores on the Geometry component ranged from a low
of 79 to a high of 92; with a mean of 84. 55, a median of 86. 5, a
standard deviation of 5. 54, and a standard error of the mean of 1. 67
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The T-score equivalent on the Geometry component ranged
from a low of 32 to a high of 67; with a mean of 51. 09* a median
of 52, a standard deviation of 9. 73, and a standard error of the mean
of 2, 93.
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Significant Difference Between Cooperative




The performance on arithmetic was as follows: For the McCall
T-score eqmvalents (test-scores) a mean of 49. 8, a mediein of 50. 75,
a standard deviation of 7. 48, and a steuidard error of the mezin of 1. 50;
whereas, for the McCall T-score equivalents (**Teachers*-Marks**) a
mean of 50, a median of 50. 75, a standard deviation of 7. 48, and a
standard error of the mean of 1. 50.
The difference between the means was . 20, with a standard error
of the difference between the two means of 2. 47, to indicate a **t** of
. 081, which was not significant.
Algebra I
Table 10
The performance on Algebra I was as follows: For the McCall
T-score equivalents (test-scores) a mecins of 51. 03, a median of
52. 83, a standard deviation of 9. 22, and a standard error of the mean
of 1. 66; whereas for the McCall T-score equivcilents (**teachers*-marks**)
were a mean of 50. 23, a median of 50. 93, a standard deviation of 9. 51;
eind a standard error of the mean of 1. 89.
The difference between the means was . 80, with a stcindard error
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of the difference between the two means of 2. 51, to indicate a "t” of
. 318, which was not significant.
Algebra II
Table 11
The performance on Algebra II was as follows: For the McCall
T-score equivalents (test-scores) a mean of 49. 59, a median of 51. 36,
a standard deviation of 9. 31, cind a standard error of the mean of 1. 79;
whereas, for the McCall T-score equivalents ("Teachers*-Marks")
were a mean of 49. 22, a median of 53. 07, a standard deviation of
10. 98, and a standard error of the mean of 2. 11.
The difference between the means was . 37, with a standard error
of the difference between the two means of 2. 76, to indicate a "t"
of . 123, which was not significant.
Geometry
Table 12
The performance on Geometry was as follows: For the McCall
T-score equivalents (test-scores) a mean of 54, a median of 51. 17,
a standard deviation of 12. 33, and a standard error of the mean of
3. 71; whereag, for the McCall T-score equivalents ("Teachers*-Marks")
were a mean of 51. 09, a median of 52, a standard deviation of 9. 73,
and a standard error of the mean of 2. 93.
The difference between the means was 2. 91, with a standard
error of the difference between the two means of 4. 74, to indicate a
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••t" of . 613, which was not significant.
Summary of the Findings. "■•The findings of this research indica¬
ted the following general trends that:
1. The members of the selected group of students of the Car¬
ver High School, Sparteinburg, South Carolina, 1964-1965:
(a) Were acheiving as indicated by the percentile band of
136437 on the Cooperative Mathematics Test (arith¬
metic), and the McCall T-score equivalent of 50 on
the ••teachers*-marks*’.
(b) Were acheiving as indicated by the percentile band of
152-153 on the Cooperative Mathematics Test (Algebra
I) and the McCall T-score equivalent of 50. 23 on the
'•teachers*-marks'*.
(c) Were acHeving as indicated by the percentile band of
152-153 on the Cooperative Mathematics Test
(Algebra n) and the McCall T-score equivalent of
49. 22 on the ”teachers*-marks".
(d) Were achieving as indicated by the percentile band of
150-151 on the Cooperative Mathematics Test
(Geometry) and the McCall T-score equivalfihfc,bf
51. 09 on the "teachers*-marks’'.
2. There were no significcint differences between achievement
test-scores and "teachers*- marks" in Arithmetic, Algebra I,
Algebra II, and plcine geometry.
Conclusion,. owThe findings of this research warrant that certain
conclusions be drawn. The conclusions warr anted are:
1. It would appear that the ninth graders involved in this re¬
search were not experiencing the level of performance and
understanding in arithmetic as expected by the norm of
expectancy on the Cooperative '’Mathematics test itself.
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2. It woxild appear that the tenth graders involved in this
research were experiencing the level of performance
and understanding in Algebra I as expected by the norm
of expectancy on the Cooperative Mathematics test
itself.
3. It would appear that the eleventh graders involved in this
research were experiencing labove the level of performance
and understanding in Algebra II as expected by the norm
of expectancy on the Cooperative Mathematics test itself.
4. It would appear that the twelfth graders involved in this
research were experiencing approximately the level of
performance and understanding in Geometry as expected
by the norm of expectancy on the Cooperative Mathematics
test itself.
5. The subjects were achieving at approximately the same
levels as measures by rest-scores and '’teachers*-marks'’.
(a) However, the finding reveals that:
(1) the subjects tend to show higher levels of achieve¬
ment in arithmetic as measured by ‘‘teachers*-
marks” as indicated by the mean T-score which
was higher for the ‘'teachers*-marks'‘.
(2} the subjects tend to show higher levels of achieve¬
ments in Algebra I, Algebra II, and Plane Geo¬
metry as measured by test-scores as indicated by
the mean T-score which was higher for the
test-scores.
6. The teachers were too liberal with the grades that were as¬
signed to the pupils in arithmetic and Geometry since the
pupils showed low levels of achievement on the standardized
achievement Test wK ch was established as the criterion of
accomplishment.
Implications. —The findings and conclusions of this research
warreint that certain implications be drawn. The implications of this
73
research are:
The data in this research indicate that the pupils in this
school shoiild be exposed to as many enriching mathe¬
matics experiences as possible in order that the back¬
grounds of the present students may be improved.
The data of this research indicate that the Carver High
School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, should study its
grading system in order to improve its methods of as¬
signing grades to the pupils.
The data of this research indicate that the faculty of the
Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina, should
improve the quality and/or quantity of their instruction in
order to aid all of their pupils to perform at the norms
that they are expected to reach.
Recommendations. --The interpretation of the findings, conclu¬
sions, and implications of the data of this research warrant that the
following recommendations be made:
1. That The Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina,
shotild inaugurate a program of educational diagnosis and
remediation in order that all the pupils may have the oppor¬
tunity of improving their efficiency in the area of high
school mathematics.
2. That The Carver High School, Spartanburg, South Carolina,
should inaugurate a comprehensive testing program as a
basic for the needed diagnosis and remediation of pupil
progress in the area of high school mathematics.
3. That The Carver High School*s program of instruction
should be studied and/or revised in order to meet the
needs, interests, and abilities of all of its pupils in
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This is a 40-minute test. Do not spend too much
time on any one question. If a question seems to
be too difficult, make the most careful guess you
can, rather than waste time over it. Do not worry if
you do not finish the test. Your score is the number
of correct answers you mark.
Use scratch paper to work problems. Do not
make any marks in your test booklet.
Mark all answers on the separate answer sheet.
Make your answer marks heavy and black. Mark
only one answer for each question. If you make a
mistake or wish to change an answer, be sure to
erase your first choice completely.
Note how the answer to the EXAMPLE below is
marked on your answer sheet.
Arithmetic 40 minutes






4 Jim cuts a 15.6-inch length of copper pipe into 6







2 An automobile meter that measures miles trav¬
eled reads 1478.9. When the car has run 100 more













Using the data gathered on a family trip, Dick
drew the graph shown above. Which of the fol¬






A I and II only
B II and III only
C III and IV only
D I, II, and III only
E I, II, and IV only











E 0.0038In a marking period, Nancy had test scores of
78, 76, 74, while Tom had scores of 72, 82» 74.
How did Nancy’s average compare with Tom’s?'
F Nancy’s was 1 point higher.
G Nancy’s was 1 point lower.
H Both averages were the same.
J Nancy’s was 2 points higher.
K Nancy’s was 2 points lower.
—^
/
Go on to the next page.
-3-9Changing the order of the numerals in addition
of whole numbers does not change the answer.
Thus, 3 + 5 = 5 + 3. For which other operation




D All of these










13Which of the rectangles below is (are) divided
into four equal parts?
m K
B I and II only
C III and IV only
D I, II, and III only
E I, II, III, and IV
S J
■"1 r I I I I I I I I 4
Linsh 2inches y
In the figure above, the line ST is drawn to the
scale: 1 inch to 100 feet. What is the distance in






14Mrs. Allen had 4^ yards of ribbon which she cut
3
into pieces each ^ of a yard long. How many































EARNIhKSS OFSIXBOfS17Which three boys earned about the same amount
of money?
A Tom, Harry, and John
B Dick, Joe, and John
C Tom, Joe, and Jim
D Tom, Dick, and Harry
E Tom, Harry, and Joe18Estimate the difference between the greatest and
least amounts of money earned.
F About $17




19Which of the following operations with whole






D I and II only
E II and III only20What is the smallest number which can be divided





K 14421Bill saw two different cameras. One was marked
25% off. The other was marked 33^% off. He
said, “The camera marked 33^% off will cost less
than the one marked 25% off.” Bill’s statement
A is true under all conditions
B cannot be true under any condition
C is true if the two cameras are the same size
D is true if the camera marked 33^% off
originally cost more
E is true if the two cameras were the same price
before they were marked down22An old pine tree is 120 feet tall. If the scale of a
drawing of it is ^ inch to 5 feet, what is the height,






Go on to the next page.
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23 Which of the following will produce an odd
number no matter what whole number is put
in place of □ ?I.2 X □ + 1II.2 X □ + 2III.2 X □ + 3
A I only
B II only
C I and II only
D II and III only
E I and III only














On the left above is a picture ofan abacus showing
the number 3425. What number is shown by the

















2 X V36 = (?)28Which of the following products must be an odd
number?
F 99,918 X 99,917
G 99,918 X 99,921
H 99,926 X 99,921
J 99,926 X 99,926
K 99,929 X 99,933
29 On a trip, Mr. Johnson was 73 miles from his
destination when he took a wrong turn. He trav¬
eled 18 miles in exactly the opposite direction
before he discovered his mistake.. How far, in






30 If two distances are equal, what is the ratio of
the first distance to the second distance?
F 0
G 1 to 1
H 1 to 2
J 2 to 1
K 4 to 131Which of the following expressions is equal to
65 X 7?
A (60 X 7) + (5 X 7)
B (50 X 7) +-(6 X 7)
C (6 X 7) + (5 X 7)
D 60X5X7
E (6 X 7) + (5 X 7) X 10
Go on to the next page.
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32 What number in place of □ will make the fol¬
lowing true?









On the scale above, the reading indicated by the
arrow is between
A 58 and 60
B 60 and 62
C 62 and 64
D 64 and 66
E 66 and 68
















35 Jack and Andy have decided to start saving
money. Jack can save 2 dollars each week and
Andy can save 6 dollars. At this rate, after how







36 Bill was told to add 3 to a given number. Instead,
he subtracted 3 from the number. Which of the
following statements about Bill’s answer is true?
F It was 6 less than the correct answer.
G It was 6 more than the correct answer.
H It was 3 less than the correct answer.
J It was 3 more than the correct answer.
K It was correct, since addition and subtrac¬
tion are inverse operations.
3 5
















38 51% of a certain number is 200. Of the follow¬






Go on to the next page.
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40 If a school is composed of 50 freshmen, 40 soph¬
omores, 60 juniors, and 30 seniors, then
number of juniors _
number of students '







42 36 -?-?-?= 12
Starting with 36 in the problem above, what
number can be subtracted successively three






43 If we use T to represent a ton (2000 pounds) and
H to represent a hundredweight (100 pounds),
what number will correctly complete the state¬
ment below?





44 If a farmer pours 3^ gallons of milk into four
pails so that each pail contains the same amount,

























Go on to the next page.
-846If the average weight of a certain group of adults
and children is 100 pounds, which of the follow¬
ing can be concluded?
F Half of the people in the group weigh more
than 100 pounds.
G Most of the people weigh 100 pounds.
H None of the people weighs less than 20 pounds.
J The adults weigh more than 100 pounds,
while the children weigh less than 100 pounds.
K The total weight of the group is equal to 100
times the number of people.47A snapshot measures 2 inches by 4 inches. Both
the width and the length are doubled to make an
enlargement. The area of the enlargement is how
many times that of the original snapshot?
C 2
D 4
E 848Susan sold tickets for the school play. She sold
all the tickets numbered consecutively from 10




49 The product 25 X 5.16 can be found by
A dividing 5.16 by 2 and multiplying by 500
B multiplying 5.16 by 1000 and dividing by 50
C multiplying 5.16 by 10 and then multiplying
by 15
D multiplying 5.16 by 1000 and dividing by 8
E multiplying 5.16 by 100 and dividing by 4
50 P and Q are two fractions between 0 and 1. If
P is greater than Q, which of the following is
(are) true?I.P X Q is larger than P.II.P X Q is larger than Q.
III. P X Q is smaller than P.
IV. P X Q is smaller than Q.
F II only
G III only
H I and II only
J II and III only
K III and IV only
Look over your work on this test.
J 19








This is a 40-minute test. Do not spend too much
time on any one question. If a question seems to
be too difficult, make the most careful guess you
can, rather than waste time over it. Do not worry if
you do not finish the test. Your score is the number
of correct answers you mark.
Use scratch paper to work problems. Do not
make any marks in your test booklet.
Mark all answers on the separate answer sheet.
Make your answer marks heavy and black. Mark
only one answer for each question. If you make a
mistake or wish to change an answer, be sure to
erase your first choice completely.
Note how the Inswer to the EXAMPLE below is
marked on your answer sheet.
EXAMPLES
If 2x = 4, x = (?)
COOPERATIVE
MATHEMATICS
Do not turn this page
until you are told to.
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Algebra I | 40 minutes



















3 5x + 3y + 2x + 4y = (?)
A 7x + 7y
B 8x + 6y
C 14xy
D lOx + 4y
E 5x + 9y
4 If n is an odd number, what is the next larger
odd number?
F n - 2
G n - 1
H n + 1
J n + 2
K 2n + 1
. („
. x + 3y
B 4x + 12y
C x + 12y
D 4x + 3y
E X + 3y






7 What is the coefficient of x in the expression












The statement, “the square of y increased by the














Go on to the next page.
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10 Y
The figure above shows the graph of a linear

















K -a + b
14(X + y) (X + 2y) = (?)
F x2 + 2y2
G 2x + 3y
H 3xy
J x^ + 2xy + 4y2
K x^ + 3xy + 2y215When factored, 8a^b + 12b^ = (?)
A 4b(2a2 + 3b)
B 8b(a2 + 4b)
C 4bW + 3)
D 4ab(2a + 3b)











18 xy(xy2 + x^y) = (?)
F x^y^ + x^y^
G x2y3 + xV
H x^y^ + x^y^
J x^y^ + x^y
K xV +
13 How many cents are there in d dollars and q
quarters?
A d + q
B d + 4q
C 4d + q
D lOOd + 4q
E lOOd + 25q



























24 The statement x - 3 ^ 5 implies that
F X ^ 2
G X ^ 8
H X ^ 15
J X ^ -15
K X 1 8






26 One man can paint a certain room in s hours.
A second man paints twice as fast. If the second
man is paid $3 an hour, how many dollars

































1 X - 15
+
4 = 12 then X = (?)
23 What is the result when 3x2 -|- ^2 - lOx - 8
is divided by x2 - x - 2?
A 3x - 4
B 3x - 2
C 3x - 1
D 3x+ 1
E 3x + 4
Go on to the next page.
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28 On which of the following number lines does the
heavy line represent all numbers x such that
X + 1 ^ 3?
-4 -3 -2 -i 0 1 2 3 4
-4
^ 1
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
-4 -3 "^2 -1 0 1 2 3 4'
-4 -3 -2 -i 6 1 2 3 4
29 Factor lyp- - 4x - 6
A 2(x - 3) (x + 1)
B 2(x + 3) (x - 1)
C (2x - 3) (x + 2)
D (2x + 3) (x - 2)
E (2x + 1) (x - 6)







Line L in the figure above is the graph of





31 What value of x, when substituted in









Any number between -4 and 0
Any number between 0 and 4
A 3y - 2x = 0
B 3x - 2y = -6
C 3x + 2y = 6
D 3y - 2x = 6
E 2x + 3y = 6
34 If xy = 1 and x is greater than 0, which of the
following statements is true?
F When x is greater than 1, y is negative.
G When x is greater than 1, y is greater than 1.
H When x is less than 1, y is less than I.
J As X increases, y increases.
K As X increases, y decreases.
Go on to the next page.
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35 The average of 12, 15, 5, 8, and x is 9. What is x? 38 For what values of x is x - 9 = 3(x - 3) - 2x
A 4 a true statement?
B 5 F 0 only
C 8 G 3 only
D 9 H 0 and 3 only
E 10 J All values
K No value
36 If X is a real number, what are all values of x for
which x^- 16 is a negative number? 39 Solve the equation x^ + lOx + 24 = 0 for x.
F None A X = -12 and x = 2
G All x less than zero B X = -8 and x = -3
H All X less than 4 C X = 6 and x = 4
J All X between -4 and 4 D X = -6 and x = -4
K All X less than -4 E X = 12 and x = -2
37 If K - . then W - (?)
40 If X is a whole number greater than 2, which of







B TP + 2rK G
2





2rK - TP 2
T 2J
X + 1
E P + 2K 2
K
X - 1
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This is a 40-minute test. Do not spend too much
time on any one question. If a question seems to
be too difficult, make the most careful guess you
can, rather than waste time over it. Do not worry if
you do not finish the test. Your score is the number
of correct answers you mark.
Use scratch paper to work problems. Do not
make any marks in your test booklet.
Mark all answers on the separate answer sheet.
Make your answer marks heavy and black. Mark
only one answer for each question. If you make a
mistake or wish to change an answer, be sure to
erase your first choice completely.
Note how the answer to the EXAMPLE below is
marked on your answer sheet.
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E 124Which of the following added to y - x will
give X - y?
F X - y
G 2y - 2x
H 2x - 2y
J y - X






6Solve the equation x^ - 9x + 18 = 0 for x.
F X = -9 and x = -2
G X = -6 and x = -3
H X = -6 and x = 3
J X = 6 and x = 3
K X = 9 and x = 2






8 Ifx + y = 4a + 7 and x - y = 2a + 5, solve
for X in terms of a.
F 2a + 2
G 2a + 5
H 2a + 6
J 3a + 4
K 3a + 69Which of the following expressions is equivalent to
a(x^ - a) + (x^ + a^) ?
A a(x^ - a3)
B (a + 1) (x-* - a3)
C ax^ - a*
D ax^ + x^




Go on to the next page.
11 Solve the following system of equations for y;
/2x + y = 4






16What is the slope of the line whose equation is






12 Phil has 15 coins; some are nickels and the rest























14 Which term of the arithmetic progression 5, 8,






15 When simplified, — ^3 = (?)
A -t











E 418When 72 is divided by a certain positive integer,






19 The graphs of two linear equations are distinct
and intersect. How many solutions do these two




D An unlimited number
E It cannot be determined from the information
given.
20 The two solutions of the equation
x2 + X - 5 = 0 are
F opposite in sign
G both positive and equal
H both negative and equal
J both positive but unequal
K both negative but unequal
t - 1
Go on to the next page.
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21 The quadratic equation whose roots are -2
and 3 is
A - 5x + 6 = 0
B x^ - 6x + 1 = 0
C x2-x-6 = 0
D x2 + x- 6 = 0
E x2 + 6x - 1 = 0
26 If - 3 is multiplied by 2y^ - 2, what is











27 For what value of k will the roots of the equa¬











T 3’ 4’ 5’ • • •
13 5 7
3’ 3’ 3’ 3’ • • •
C 1,2,4,7,11,...
D 1, 5, 10, 14, 19, . .
E 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, . . .
28
24 If x^ - y^ = 45 and x^ - y^ = 5, then






25 The darkened portion of which of the following
number lines shows all the values of x such that






















-2 - 0 1 2 3
—
4
-4 -3 -2 - 0 1 2 3 4
1





If the figure above shows the graph of the equa¬
tion y = ax^ + bx + c, then which of the follow¬
ing can be concluded about the roots of this
equation for y = 0?I.They are positive.II.They are equal.
III. They are real.
IV. They are imaginary.
F III only
G IV only
H I and III only
J II and IV only
K I, II, and III
29 An equation of the circle with center at the
origin and radius 5 is
A x^ + y2 = 5
B x2 -h y2 = 10
C x2 -I- y2 = 25
E 5x2 + 5y2 = 0
Go on to the next page.
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K 9 - 4i
31 Solve the following system of equations for y:
y ~ 2x















33 If X - 3 is a factor of x^ + px + 12, what is






In the figure above, PL is the graph of y = x + 2.
Which of the dotted fines is the graph of






35 What are all values of x for which the inequality
5 2
5x +







36 The solutions of the equation x - 1 = V3x - 5
are
F -2 and -3
G -2 and 3
H . 2 and 3
J 2 and 7
K 3 and 7
Go on to the next page.
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39 The expression | x - 11 = 1 implies that
A X is between 0 and 2
B X is either 0 or 2
C X is less than 2
D X is 0
E X is 2
40 What are all the values of x for which Vx - 3
is an imaginary number?
F X < -3
G X > -3
H X > 0
J X < 3
K X > 3










This test has two 40-minute parts. Do not spend too
much time on any one question. If a question seems
to be too difficult, make the most careful guess you
can, rather than waste time over it. Do not worry if
you do not finish the test. Your score is the number
of correct answers you mark.
Use scratch paper to work problems. Do not make
any marks in your test booklet.
Mark all answers on the separate answer sheet.
Make your answer marks heavy and black. Mark only
one answer for each question. If you make a mistake
or wish to change an answer, be sure to erase your
first choice completely.
Note how the answer to thPo EXAMPLE below is
marked on your answer sheet.
COOPERATIVE
Geometry | 40 minutes
PART I







2 The area formula A = bh, where b is the base
and h is the height, applies to which of the follow¬
ing figures?
circle triangle
In the figure above, if RS is a straight line and






In the figure above, lines AB and CD are crossed
by line EF. ZEGB and ZEHD are known as
F vertical angles
G complementary angles
H alternate interior angles
J corresponding angles
K exterior angles
Go on to the next page.
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5 All of the following rectangles have equal areas
except
If, in the figure above, the measure of ZQ is 3








In the figure above, QP and QR are tangent to a














Ifonly the facts above are given, by what authority






Go on to the next page.
On straight line MN above, ZRSN = 80° and
ZPQN = 74°. By which of the following amounts
must angle PQN be increased in order that PQ






11 Following are the distances, in inches, of five
points from the center of a circle:
Point A - 1.75
Point B - 2.01
Point C - 1.01
Point D - 2.00
Point E - 1.50
If the radius of the circle is 2 inches, which point






13 Which of the following is an isosceles right
In the figure above, AB || CD, and EF and GH are
straight lines. Which of the following is true?
F f = q
G f = u
H f = n
J f = X
K f = k
12
In APQR above, PR = PQ, angle Q = 40°, and






In the figure above, ZQ = 90°, QS and PT are






Go on to the next page.
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Shown above are three spokes from the center of a
wheel. The sum of the lengths of these spokes is







In the figure above, PS J. QT, QR = 2, RS = 3,
and ST = 4. Arrange PQ, PR, and PT in order
of size, beginning with the shortest.
A PQ, PT, PR
B PT, PQ, PR
C PR, PT, PQ
D PR, PQ, PT
E PT, PR, PQ
19 At 4 o’clock, the size of the angle formed by the






20 The statement, “A figure is a triangle if and only








In the circle above, chord AB is 12 inches long
and 8 inches from center O. What is the length, in






18 If two angles of a quadrilateral are supplementary,





K equal and supplementary
Go on to the next page.
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22 The length of the base and of the altitude is given
in each of the following isosceles triangles. The
vertex angles in all the triangles are equal except in
25 A line is drawn from the origin through each of
the following points. The steepest line goes











26 What is the perimeter of a rectangle if the distance





K It cannot be determined from the information
given.
23 Which of the following statements concerning the
diagonals of a square is (are) true?
I. The diagonals are equal.
II. The diagonals are perpendicular.
HI. The diagonals bisect each other.
A II only
B I and II only
C I and III only
D II and III only
E I, II, and III
24
In the figure above, FGHD is a parallelogram.
Which of the following statements is a condition
which implies that FGHD is a rectangle?
F DF = GH
G ZHDG = ZDGF
H ZHDF = ZDHG
J ZHDF and ZDHG are supplementary.
K HF and DG are perpendicular bisectors of
each other.
27 For which of the following triangles can the









I and II only
I, II, and III
28 Major premise: Two lines in the same plane
are parallel if and only if they have no point
in common.
Minor premise: Line AB is parallel to line CD.
Conclusion: ?
F AB and CD have no point in common.
G AB and CD have only one point in common.
H AB and CD have two points in common.
J If another line RQ crosses AB, then RQ can¬
not be parallel to CD.
K There are many lines in space parallel to CD.
Go on to the next page.
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29
In the figure above,ABC is a triangle andBD —CE.
Triangles BCD and CBE are
A congruent by SSS
B congruent by SAS
C congruent by ASA
D similar by SAS
E not necessarily congruent or similar
In the figure above, if CA = CB and ED = EB,
then which of the following can be concluded?
F CA must be parallel to ED
G CA cannot be parallel to ED
H AABC is equilateral
J ABDE is equilateral
K AD = CE31Which of the following should be proved equal
in order to show that two parallelograms
are congruent?
A One pair of corresponding angles
B One pair of corresponding sides
C Two pairs of adjacent sides and the included
angles
D A pair of diagonals
E Two pairs of diagonals
32Which of the following statements most directly
supports the assertion, “The hypotenuse of a
right triangle is longer than either leg”?
F Two distinct points determine one and only
one straight line.
G The distance from a point to a line is the
length of the perpendicular from the point
to the line.
H The shortest line segment from a point to
a line is the perpendicular from the point
to the line.
J The shortest distance between two points is
a straight line.
K There is one and only one perpendicular
from a point to a line.
33Y
If each division of the grid in the figure above
represents one foot and if SR is parallel to the





E 6034Two regular polygons having the same number of
sides have areas whose ratio is 9 to 4. What is the
ratio of their perimeters?
F 3 to 2
G 9 to 4
H 27 to 12
J 81 to 16
K It cannot be determined from the information
given.
Go on to the next page.
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and FED intersect at G. If the number of degrees




C 90 + n
D 90 + 5
E 180-5
In the trapezoid above, the perimeter equals 37,





In the figure above, OA = AB = BC = 1. What






In the triangle above, if 60 ^ y ^ 100, then
F 0 < X < 60
G 40 ^ X ^ 80
H 60 < X < 100
J 60 ^ X g 100
K 80 < X < 120
Go on to the next page.
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39 A
Which of the following statements are true?I.XY = |bCII.XY is parallel to BC
III. Area AAXY = | area AABC
IV. Area AAXY = ^ area AABC
A I and II only
B II and III only
C I and III only
D I, II, and III only
E I, II, and IV only
40 How many sides has a regular polygon if each of







If you finish before time is cailed, look over your work
on this part. Do not go on to Part II until you are told to.
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Geometry I 40 minutes
PART II
1
The figure above is a circle with center at O. The
path once completely around the circle from P
back to P is about how many times the path from















2 Which of the following figures shows all of the
possible common tangents to two touching cir¬
cles and no other tangents?
0G
00 7 \J
3 If a straight line is drawn from one vertex of a
hexagon (six-sided polygon) to another vertex,





D A quadrilateral and a pentagon
E A triangle and a quadrilateral
In the figure above, circles O and C intersect at
P and Q. If TR and TS are tangent to circles O
and C respectively, which of the following line






5 If the hypotenuse of a right triangle is 10 inches
long and one acute angle measures 60°, then one










In the figure above, GJ and GL are bisectors of
the supplementary adjacent angles FGK and
KGH, respectively. GK is not perpendicular to
FH. Which of the following statements is false?
F r + q = 90
G p+r=q+s
H p+q=r+s
J r 5^ q
K p + s = 90
7 If one of the three sides of an isosceles right
triangle equals the corresponding side of another
isosceles right triangle, the two triangles
A are congruent
B may be congruent
C are not congruent
D are equal in area but not congruent
E are equal in area and may be congruent
In the figure above, KR and LS are diagonals of
quadrilateral KLRS. KLRS would be a square if
F KR = LS and KR ± LS
G KR and LS bisect each other, KR = LS, and
KR i. LS
H KR and LS bisect each other
J KR and LS bisect each other and KR = LS
K KR and LS bisect each other and KR J. LS
The figure above is a cube; AC, HF, and EG are
diagonals of two of the faces, and HB is an in¬
ternal diagonal of the cube. Which of the following
is true?
A BH and CG are parallel lines.
B AE and BF are skew lines.
C AHFB is an isosceles triangle.
D AEFH is an equilateral triangle.
E None of these
10
Y
In the graph above, if quadrilateral ORST is a
parallelogram, the coordinates of vertex S must be
F (c,d)
G (a - c, d)
H (a + c, d)
J (c - a, d)
K (d, a + c)
Go on to the next page.
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11
In the figure above, planes M, N, and P are
parallel. ABC and DEF are straight lines. If
AB = 8, BC = 6, and DF = 21, find DE.
A 8 B 10 C 11
D 12 E 28
The perimeter of a right section of a prism is 12
inches and the length of a lateral edge is 20 inches.
The lateral area of the prism in square inches is
F 64 G 120 H 240
J 320 K 480
13 When the circumference of a circle is increased
from lOOir inches to ISOir inches, by how many
inches is the radius increased?
A 25 B 50 C 75
D 100 E 200
14 The statement “p implies q and q implies p”
means exactly the same as all of the following
except
F “if p then q and conversely”
G “p if and only if q”
H “p and q are equivalent”
J “p and q are unrelated”
K “p is necessary and sufficient for q”
15
Circle I Circle II
In the figure above, ^^APB has its vertex at the
center of Circle I. If the same angle were similarly
placed at the center of Circle II but with side PA
crossing the 2-mark, what number corresponds
to the point at which PB would cross Circle II?
A 4^ B 4^ C 5
D 6^ E 6^
In AABC above, AB = AC, FE JL BC, and BF
is a straight line. ADAF is isosceles because
F ZF = ZADF, since both are complements of
the equal angles B and C
G DA = FA, since both equal AC - DC
H its sides are parallel to the sides of AABC
J its sides are perpendicular to the sides of
AABC
K ZF = ZADF, since both equal one-half the
supplement of angle C
Go on to the next page.
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angles are vertical, then they are equal”?
A If two angles are vertical, then they are not
equal.
B If two angles are equal, then they are vertical.
C If Zx and Zy are vertical angles, then Zx = Zy.
D If two angles are not vertical, then they are
not equal.
E If two angles are not equal, then they are
not vertical.18Which of the following is true for any parallelo¬
gram ABCD which has an acute angle at B and
diagonals AC and BD?
F AB < BC
G AB = BC
H AB > BC
J AC < BD
K AO BD19Chords of the same length are drawn in two
circles of unequal radii. Which of the following
is true?
A The chord in the larger circle could be equal
to the radius of the smaller circle.
B The chord in the smaller circle could not be
a diameter.
C The distance from the center to the chord is
less in the larger circle.
D The minor arc intercepted on the larger
circle is longer.
E The minor arc intercepted on the larger
circle contains the greater number of degrees.
In the figure above, equilateral triangles AEC and
ABD were drawn on AC and AB, as shown. We
can prove triangle AEB congruent to triangle






In the figure above, ABCD and RSTU are rec¬
tangles. If the length of RS is 1^ times that of AB
4
and the length of RU is ^ that of AD, how do the
areas of the rectangles compare?
A Area ABCD = area RSTU
B Area ABCD = ^ area RSTU
C Area ABCD = ^ area RSTU
D Area ABCD = ^ area RSTU
E Area ABCD = ~ area RSTU
22 Two distinct planes x and y are each perpen¬
dicular to plane t. Which of the following state¬
ments is true?
F Plane x is perpendicular to plane y.
G The line of intersection of x and t is parallel
to the line of intersection of y and t.
H The line of intersection of x and t is per¬
pendicular to the line of intersection of y and t.
J If X and y intersect, their line of intersection
is perpendicular to t.
K If X and y intersect, their line of intersection
is parallel to t.
23 If AABC is inscribed in a circle of diameter 10
and ZA is acute, then what can be concluded
about the length of BC?
A BC < 5
B BC = 5
C BC < 10
D BC = 10
E BO 10
Go on to the next page.
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100°, then how many sides has the polygon?
F 4
G At most 4
H 5
J At most 5
K At least 525Suppose that after measuring a dozen or more
angles of various sizes that are inscribed in
several different circles, as well as measuring the
arcs which they intercept, you conclude that the
degree measure of any angle inscribed in a
circle is the same as one-half the degree measure




D proof by exhaustion of all possible cases
E arriving at false conclusions
In the figure above, O is the center of the circle
and PQ and RS are chords which intersect at T.
In order to know the length of TR, it is sufficient
to know the lengths of
F PQ and RS
G PQ and ST
H PQ and radius of circle O
J PT, TQ, and radius of circle O
K PT, TQ, and ST
26 Which three of the points P(2, 4), Q(3, 6), R(4, 7),
and S(5, 10) lie in a straight line?
F P, Q, and R
G P, Q, and S
H P, R, andS
J Q, R, and S
K No three of these points lie in a straight line.
27 Of the following, which must be shown equal in
order to prove that two regular polygons with
the same number of sides are congruent?
A Corresponding vertex angles
B Corresponding central angles
C The sums of their exterior angles
D The ratios of corresponding angles
E Their perimeters
29 The radii of two concentric circles are 5 and 13
inches. The length of a chord of the larger circle






30 The median drawn to the hypotenuse of a right





K isosceles31The distance between points A and B is 4 inches.
Point P is 5 inches from A and 2 inches from B.






Go on to the next page.
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32 Two similar polygons have corresponding sides
whose ratio is 1 to 2. If the area of the smaller
polygon is 100 square inches, then the area in






In the figure above, man M is walking toward B
at a rate of 3 miles per hour. Train Q is traveling
toward R at such a rate that man M, train Q,
and pole P are always in a straight line. Q' and M'
are the positions of the train and the man after
1 hour. If AB and RS are parallel and 160 feet
apart, and if P is 10 feet from AB, what is the






In the figure above, R, S, and T are midpoints of
the sides of AABC. Which of the following
statements is (are) true?I.If AABC is equilateral, then BRST is





J I and II only
K I, II, and III
In the figure above, P, Q, R, and S are the mid¬
points of the sides of square ABCD. If a side of
ABCD is 1, what is the perimeter of PQRS?
D V2
E 2V2
Go on to the next page.
36 The height of a rectangle is 7 inches. The diagonal
is 3 inches longer than the base. What is the






In the figure above, points R, M, W, D, and E
are on the circle, P and Q are outside the circle,
and PM, PW, and QW are straight lines. If
minor arc ED has n degrees, then what is p - q











38 The ratio of the volumes of two similar cones is
8 to 27. The ratio of their total surface areas is
F 2 to 3
G 4 to 9
H 8 to 27
J 2V2 to 3\/3
K 16 to 81
Look over your work on this part.
Do^ go back to Part I.
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